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Changes in student behavior patterns often serve as precursors to
conflict and disruption. An awareness of these indicators will
help school officials defuse potential crises on or off campus.

BY B. DAVID BROOKS

Signs of the times

School security measures for the most
part are reactive. As a result, violence
occurs, students or teachers are injured,
the school process is disrupted and the
time that could normally be used for in-
struction is used instead to remedy the
problem. Precrisis indicators may help
identify potential problems and may also
help eliminate or decrease the probability
that they will recur.

Recently, a newly appointed principal
in Los Angeles County reported that dur-
ing the first football rally of the season, a
certain group of students began to move
from their assigned seats and cluster at
one end of the gymnasium. Turning to
his three veteran assistant principals, he
asked if they thought this movement was
significant. They replied that it was nor-
mal; there did not appear to be any ten-
sion and the kids were just sitting.

Having learned to recognize precrisis
indicators, the principal immediately in-
structed his staff to mobilize to prevent a
fight situation. Reluctantly, they called
security personnel to the area and waited
for any sign of an outbreak of violence.

 As the pep rally concluded, the stu-
dents who had been clustering came
down from the bleachers, left the gymna-
sium and formed a large group near the

exit. Within a few minutes, a second
group of students formed within the
same area. An explosive situation that
could have resulted in a gang fight
quickly developed. However, because the
principal had recognized the cues that
predicted potential violence, the confron-
tation was averted and peace was main-
tained on the campus.

Precrisis indicators
Site administrators should  be aware of
the following indicators that often pre-
cede the outbreak of conflict at school
and be prepared to act accordingly.

� Sudden self-segregation. Maintain a
map of areas on the school campus
where students normally congregate, not
only during lunch and nutrition periods,
but also during other activities, such as
dances, games and assemblies. A sudden
shift in the clustering of students may in-
dicate that students are grouping to-
gether either for their own protection or
to involve themselves in an activity that
may be disruptive. Increase adult super-
vision in areas where it appears that a
crisis might be imminent.

� Rival groups binding together. The
sudden clustering of rival groups may be
an indicator of potential conflict as well.
In schools where violence, especially
gang violence, occurs, it is not uncom-
mon to find several groups forming

together for self-protection or for the per-
petration of violence against another
group. When groups that normally re-
main apart join together, it is a clear clue
of possible conflict on campus.

� Unusual movement of a group from
its normal territory. Students tend to be
territory-oriented. Football players tend
to stand with football players, cheerlead-
ers tend to stand with cheerleader types,
gang members tend to stand with gang
members, and all these groups tend to
migrate to specific territories on campus.
The sudden absence of a particular group
of students from their normal territory
may be a signal that they are moving to
another group�s territory or are engaged
in behavior that may lead to a disruption
or conflict.

� Students attending school events that
they normally do not attend. In some
cases, particular groups of students do
not usually attend certain types of activi-
ties. If they suddenly do appear at an ac-
tivity that they normally would not at-
tend, this could signal that something is
brewing. It indicates the need for in-
creased awareness and security.

� Isolated racial fights. The general as-
sumption that �a fight is a fight� should
be re-evaluated. Racial or inter-group
fights on a school campus need to be ex-
amined. For example, a dramatic in-

B. David Brooks, Ph.D., is president
and CEO of the Jefferson Center for
Character Education in Pasadena,
California.
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crease in confrontations between a
peripheral gang and an established one
may signify that there is a power struggle
between the two groups in the commu-
nity. This is an indicator to the school
administrator that prevention techniques
or high security procedures should be
implemented. Always ask: To what
gangs do the combatants belong? Retain
this information in an incident file.

� Incident or disorder in the commu-
nity at large. Disorder and conflict in the
community are primary indicators that
disruptions may occur on the school
campus. Although an incident in the sur-
rounding community may not seem to be
related to the school, very often it can
cause agitation or disruption on the
school campus.

As a precautionary measure, assess
what is happening in the community.
Check periodically with law enforcement
officials and community leaders about
problems occurring in the community
that could potentially spill over into the
school.

� Sudden appearance of underground
publications complaining of inequality
of disciplinary treatment. An increase in
complaints about unequal treatment of
students can be a signal that there is a
widespread feeling of student unrest. Un-
rest, in turn, can lead to negative re-
sponses to discipline policies.

Students who feel that there is inequal-
ity may reach a level of frustration that
results in an attitude of, �Well, we�re go-
ing to get in trouble anyway, so we might
as well do something to earn it.�

Schools that attempt to prevent disrup-
tions need to continually analyze student
complaints for fairness and accuracy.

� Disproportionate number of disciplin-
ary actions. It is important to look at the
number of disciplinary actions that are
taken against any particular group of stu-
dents. Certain groups of students may
tend to develop behavior patterns that re-
sult in a disproportionate number of dis-
ciplinary actions. School administrators

will want to watch the numbers and
kinds of disciplinary actions taken
against all groups and be alert to any
possible problems or reactions.

It is also important to be aware that
some groups of students may feel that
other groups �get off easy.� These feel-
ings may result in hostility and eventual
conflict.

� Sudden increase in organized de-
mands from students. The sudden in-
crease in organized student demands is
usually a cue that some person or some
event is causing students to believe that
they are being treated unfairly. These
kinds of demands often result in disrup-
tion at school for two reasons.

First, demands that are unmet or not
considered could result in planned,
attention-getting actions by the demand-
ing group.

Second, demands that are addressed
and met for any particular segment of the
student body may, in fact, irritate other
segments. These irritated segments, in
turn, might take some kind of action to
gain the same level of attention that the
original group received.

Determine who is making these de-
mands. Do they represent a special group
or a cross section of the entire student
body?

� Complaints about a lack of griev-
ance procedures. An increased level of
concern about the inability of students
and parents to find redress for their
grievances can be an indicator that they
believe the school is insensitive to their
needs. A resulting attitude of rebellion
can escalate into a disruption. This is es-
pecially true when students and parents
perceive that the school does have proce-
dures for handling grievances for special
interest groups.

� Discovery of weapons in or around
school.  As a precaution, instruct teach-
ers and administrators to pay attention to
the items students are carrying to or from
school. Staff members driving to school
have observed students stashing sticks,

bats and knives in bushes along the route
to school. By reporting these observa-
tions, staff facilitated the confiscation of
weapons and decrease the probability of
conflict.

� Increased number of incidents on
buses and along bus routes. Sometimes
frustrations with other students that are
not alleviated at school are redirected as
obscene gestures or remarks on buses
en route to and from school. Other stu-
dents observe these incidents, and retali-
ation is often a result. Bus drivers should
be encouraged to note and report such
incidents as well as any vandalism oc-
curring to the bus.

� Increased conflict regarding hair
styles, clothing, food services and
music. Various groups of students tend
to dress differently, eat differently, and
listen to different types of music. Com-
plaints from a group of students about fa-
voritism in the selection of dress code,
food or music for school functions can be
an important precrisis indicator. This
level of dissatisfaction could potentially
result in conflict on campus.

� Warnings from custodial, clerical,
food service and transportation person-
nel. The nonteaching staff at schools
generally reside in surrounding commu-
nities. They have a unique opportunity to
observe firsthand what is happening with
students. Meeting regularly with these
staff members is a good policy, not only
to insure that they feel valued, but also to
receive important school security infor-
mation. Many potential crisis situations
at school have been averted because of
warnings from someone in the non-
teaching ranks.

� Parents withdrawing their children
from school in fear of what might hap-
pen. Although it is common for parents
to use numerous excuses for removing
their children from a particular school, a
disproportionate number of such requests
may be a valid indicator of a fear of po-
tential or continuing crises. These re-
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quests should be carefully evaluated.

� Students leaving school to go to an-
other school to protect siblings. Some-
times students obtain information about
problems that their younger brothers or
sisters are experiencing at other schools.
Students who find themselves in a situa-
tion where they feel the need to protect a
younger brother or sister often report this
information to a school official. Leaving
campus for such a purpose can indicate a
potential overflow of violence or a cue to
potential violence and vandalism at the
other school. The schools should remain
in contact until the conflict is resolved.

� An increase in graffiti. An increase in
the amount of graffiti, the crossing out of
graffiti or the appearance of a rival
gang�s graffiti is a clear indicator of po-
tential gang activity or conflict on cam-
pus.  School site administrators should
be aware of the need for increased sur-
veillance in relation to this problem.

In some cases, students not affiliated
with a gang, but who are hostile to
gangs, systematically cross out the graf-
fiti of a selected gang, making it appear
to have been crossed out by another
gang. This often results in conflict be-
tween the two gangs.

Resolving campus conflicts
The need to be constantly on the alert for
school disruptions and precrisis indica-
tors is critical. However, awareness and
prevention do not guarantee with cer-
tainty that conflicts will not occur at
school. Listed below are some strategies
found to be successful in curtailing cam-
pus strife, suppressing gang activity and
bringing peace to disruptive campuses.

Intervention through counseling has
been widely accepted as one way to re-
duce gang activity on a school campus.
More and more experts, however, are
concluding that the first and most impor-
tant steps are to gain control of the cam-
pus, suppress gang activities and develop
an atmosphere that is safe for the major-
ity of students.

By using the following techniques,

school administrators will be able to de-
crease incidents of violence and develop
a safer school climate.

� Establish and enforce clear, written
rules. Rules and policies must be avail-
able to students in writing and must be
reviewed periodically. Including students
in the development of school rules often
results in tougher standards and higher
levels of compliance.

� Actively involve parents. Adult vis-
ibility serves as a deterrent to crime and
violence in and around schools. When
there is a threat of violence on the way to
or from school, call upon parents to
stand on their front porches or be visible
along the route to school.  Enlist the aid
of parents to monitor bus stops. Bring
the parents of potentially disruptive stu-
dents onto the campus to help supervise.
This is a powerful deterrent in keeping
those particular students from leading
others to behave inappropriately.

� Do not allow graffiti. Graffiti is often
used as a negative communication ve-
hicle expressing antagonism. Graffiti is
placed on walls to mark territory, intimi-
date and identify a gang. Crossing out
graffiti is a challenge to the gang who
put it there and can result in serious con-
flict on a school campus.

To prevent violence, it is advisable to
have an enforced rule forbidding graffiti.
If graffiti does appear, it should be re-
moved from school walls before students
have an opportunity to observe it. Some-
one on the staff should have the respon-
sibility to tour the grounds each morning
and remove all graffiti. Persistence in
this way will result in the elimination of
graffiti.

Graffiti is not appropriate anywhere on
the campus. Permitting graffiti even in a
selected location may result in escalated
campus conflict due to gangs crossing
out each others�s graffiti.

Prior to the removal of graffiti, take
photographs and try to identify the indi-
vidual and/or gang names. Keep this
photograph on file. A file of graffiti pic-

tures can help identify persons involved
in future criminal activity.

An indicator of tension in the neigh-
borhood is the amount of graffiti that has
been crossed out. Plan to spend a few
minutes each week examining graffiti in
the neighborhood to determine whether
rival gangs are gearing up for trouble.

� Remain highly visible. Being visible
and knowing the names of students, es-
pecially the leaders in gangs and other
groups, will help to deter violence. Re-
move the anonymity, and the tendency
toward violence is also removed.

� Keep security personnel moving. Of-
ficers must be constantly on the move
throughout the campus, so that all areas
of the campus are covered and students
are kept from loitering. Additionally,
heightened visibility of security person-
nel will make the security staff appear
larger than it really is.

During class periods, assign security
personnel to tasks that will require them
to move around the campus and to visit
classrooms. For example, one school has
made the security staff responsible for
delivering notices of detention to stu-
dents in the classrooms, rather than hav-
ing the students come to the office.

� Fence the campus. Schools that have
had serious disruptions often find that a
high percentage of the problem is caused
by outsiders coming onto the school
campus. Fences act as a deterrent to non-
students and allow security personnel or
school staff to police the school in a
much more efficient manner.

� Maintain a clean campus. A clean
campus  is important for the reduction of
vandalism and violence. When students
take pride in their campus and are ex-
pected to keep it clean, there is an atten-
dant decrease in vandalism, graffiti and
disruption.

� Eliminate school lockers. Student
lockers are frequently used for the stor-
age of items other than books and school

BROOKS
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materials. Some schools have eliminated
lockers entirely or have placed the lock-
ers in wide open areas where they are
easily visible to school security and staff.
These schools report that there is a de-
crease in drugs, alcohol and weapon in-
fractions as a result of locker removal.

� Shorten passing periods.  Schools that
have seven to nine minutes of passing
time between classes find that this
longer period lends itself to disruption.
Shorten passing periods, and students
will probably move from class to class
without disruption.

� Keep staff members informed about
potential problems on campus. By being
alerted to the problems, the staff can
learn significant information from stu-
dent conversations that may help to pre-
vent further disruptions.

� Deal with rumors as if they are true.
Rumors are natural phenomena on a
school campus. However, many adminis-
trators tend to deal with rumors as sim-
ply that, and do not react in a preventa-
tive mode. Deal with rumors of violence,
vandalism or disruptions as if they are
facts and mobilize for such disruptions.

� Select individuals from the group
rather than the leader. In confronta-
tional situations where there is a stand-
off or the inevitability of conflict, focus
on the lieutenants, not the leader. Taking
the leaders of a group to the office often
results with fellow students championing
the leaders, thereby escalating the situa-
tion. However, by selecting an individual
who is not a leader, the group is con-
fused and their strength is diminished.

� Isolate combatants. In a fight or near-
fight situation, find a location to isolate
the combatants so that other students
cannot see or communicate with them. In
this kind of situation, the combatants
usually become heroes to fellow students.
Escorting them to a location where other
students can see what is happening often
reinforces the disruptive behavior and in-

creases the chances that it will recur.

� Do not run to the scene of action.
School personnel running to the scene
tend to increase disruption, drawing stu-
dents� attention and raising the level of
excitement on campus. Remain as calm
as possible, do not yell or scream orders,
and the situation will be much easier to
defuse.

� Take action against �hard looks.�
Many school administrators wait until
violence occurs before taking disciplin-
ary action. However, certain acts may be
considered violent even though �no
blows have been thrown.�

With gang warfare, quite often a par-
ticular stance, body positioning or star-
ing (throwing hard looks) is tantamount
to a challenge, the same as a threat.
These nonverbal threats need to be dealt
with prior to the actual violence. In the
disciplinary code, define �physically con-
fronting stance, hard look or threat� as
acts that have the potential to cause dis-
ruption and therefore are subject to disci-
plinary action. Define these actions, then
enforce the rules.

� Deal with threats as if they are acts of
violence. A threat made to an individual
is, if defined ahead of time, an act of vio-
lence, and students who make threats
should be suspended or disciplined in
some way. A threat to �beat up� someone
needs to be dealt with on the same level
as a physical confrontation. Although
this is generally difficult to explain to
parents, strong measures are necessary to
reduce violence on school campuses.

� Get written statements. After a con-
frontation has occurred, follow up by re-
questing written statements from observ-
ers. A simple form should be available to
assist in recording information as
quickly as possible after the disruption.
Written reports from as many witnesses
as possible are valuable aids in disciplin-
ary hearings.

� Formally thank witnesses. When a

witness, whether student or staff, has
supplied written information, including
names and descriptions of those involved
in a disruption, write a note thanking
them for their support. Positive rein-
forcement will help overcome compla-
cency. Often teachers who observe dis-
ruptions feel that their input is not
valued and do not make an effort to re-
member details. By recognizing their ef-
forts and offering support, they may, in
the future, be ready to pay more detailed
attention to activities and disruptions.

� Call local law enforcement for any
criminal behavior. Many school person-
nel tend to want to counsel students and
discipline them internally for actions
that would normally be dealt with by lo-
cal law enforcement agencies and the
courts. Any criminal act should be
handled by civil authorities. Developing
a policy that the police will be involved
in these sit-uations will deter students
from committing illegal, disruptive acts
on campus.

Educators frequently look for the best
in their students and, because of a lack of
crime prevention training, tend to miss
the cues that signal the onset of violence,
vandalism or criminal activity. It is no
longer feasible to think of gang activi-
ties, gun running and drug trafficking as
illegal problems that confront only inner-
city schools. The fact is that the level of
crime in suburban and rural areas is rap-
idly increasing to the point where, in
many cases, it is equal to that of the in-
ner city. No one, no school, no commu-
nity should any longer consider itself im-
mune to campus violence.

Adapted with permission from �Strate-
gies for Reducing Violence on the
School Campus,� by B. David Brooks, ©
Jefferson Center for Character Educa-
tion, all rights reserved.

Copies of the original article, which
includes a section on managing crises,
are available by contacting Jefferson
Center for Character Education, 202
South Lake Avenue, Suite 240, Pasa-
dena, California 91101, 818/792-8130.
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Recognizing the process of gang formation
enables both administrators and the community

to avoid denial and take preventative action.

BY KENNETH S. TRUMP

Youth gang activity, once primarily a
concern only of large urban school dis-
tricts, is now a problem for mid-size,
suburban and rural schools.

A 1989 U.S. Department of Justice
survey of 10,000 youth, ages 12 to 19,
found that 14 percent of white students,
20 percent of African-American stu-
dents, and 32 percent of Hispanic stu-
dents reported the presence of gangs in
their schools. Drug availability was
noted more often by students reporting
gangs at their school (78 percent) than
by students who reported gangs were not
present (66 percent). Students with
gangs at school were twice as likely as
those without gangs at school to fear at-
tacks, either at school or on the way to
and from school.1

While the majority of youth within a
typical school do not participate in
gangs, gang-related incidents affect the
entire school community. Escalating
gang conflict deprives students, teachers
and administrators of valuable learning
time. Educators are now faced with de-
veloping strategies to minimize the im-
pact of youth gang activity to ensure the
safety of students and staff and the conti-
nuity of school operations.

Typical responses
A 1988 Ohio study on gangs identified
denial as a leading obstacle to effectively
managing the youth gang problem. The
author specifically noted,

It is probable that the official denial of
gang problems actually facilitates vic-
timization by gangs, especially in the
public schools. School principals in
several Ohio cities are reluctant to ac-
knowledge �gang-related� assaults for
fear that such �problems� may be inter-
preted as negative reflections of their
management ability. This �paralysis�
may actually encourage gang-related
assaults and may send the wrong sig-
nals to gang members, implying that
they can operate within the vacuum
created by this �political paralysis.�2

Examples of denial abound across the
country. An internal roster of �Unautho-
rized Social Groups� in one suburban
school district contained multiple pages
of names associated with three major
youth gangs, while a top official in a dif-
ferent city reported that his district had
some instances of �organized youth stu-
dent group conflict� but most definitely
did not have gang problems.

Denial factors
By limiting their definition to include
only the organized, drug-dealing street
gangs of major urban areas, school ad-
ministrators fail to recognize the forma-

tion of local youth gangs.  Districts at-
tempting to maintain or upgrade their
image, particularly those seeking addi-
tional public financial support, simply do
not want the negative publicity from dis-
closure of youth gang problems in their
schools. Those who privately acknowl-
edge the existence of gangs recognize
that public acknowledgment would lead
to a demand for a response to the prob-
lem, thereby requiring the expenditure of
human and financial resources often not
available.

As the gang problems persist, school
officials are faced with increased pres-
sure to identify what is being done to ad-
dress the problem. Officials are quick to
respond that they do not have the gang
problems like those in the larger cities.
Lacking local data on gang activity, they
frequently dismiss the concerns as a per-
ception problem based on media hype
and community exaggeration.

School officials are eventually forced
to respond to the problem when trigger
incidents occur. By this time, gangs are
often firmly entrenched within the com-
munity. Administrators then find them-
selves in the middle of a crisis, with a
mandate to address the immediate gang
activity as well as the underlying social
and economic problems.

Taking action
Recognizing the negative impact of gang
activity on the Cleveland Public Schools,

Knowing no boundaries

Kenneth S. Trump is coordinator of the
Youth Gang Unit of the Cleveland
Public Schools and an independent
consultant on youth gangs and school
safety.
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the youth gang unit was created within
the Division of Safety and Security at the
beginning of the 1991-92 school year.
The unit serves as a specialized resource
team that addresses gang crimes and
school rule violations citywide.

Four officers and one coordinator serve
more than 73,000 students in 127
schools, providing prioritized investiga-
tions, high profile enforcement and field
presence, dispute mediation and rumor
control. Officers also train staff and par-
ents in gang awareness, identification
and intervention techniques and make
anti-gang presentations to students. Unit
personnel participate in community net-
works to develop programs to reduce
gang activity, identify alternatives to
youth gangs and coordinate resources for
at-risk and gang-involved youth.

During its first year of operation, the
unit investigated more than 380 gang-
related school incidents, identified more
than 1,000 gang members and trained
more than 7,400 staff, parents, students
and youth-service providers. These fig-
ures do not include countless individual
and group counseling sessions conducted
by officers as a part of their daily opera-
tions. The school unit works closely with
the Cleveland Police Department Youth/
Gang Unit on cooperative investigations
and periodic citywide patrols. Together
they target locations of frequent gang ac-
tivity, chronic truancy and school dis-
missals when threats of larger gang
problems have been substantiated.

During the summer of 1992, school
gang unit officers provided services for
safe summer school operations. Preven-
tion strategies included educational pre-
sentations to youth and high visibility at
school playgrounds, pools and parks.
They maintained ongoing contact with
known gang members to ensure continu-
ity of gang intelligence.

The combined school and  police unit
efforts led to a 26 percent reduction in
school gang-related incidents during the
first eight weeks of the 1992-93 school
year as compared to the previous year.
Juvenile court filings by the police unit
decreased by more than 20 percent dur-

ing the first 10 months of 1992 com-
pared to the same time period in 1991,
signaling a similar reduction in youth
violence across the city.3

Understanding gang development
Research prior to the mid-1980s focused
largely on descriptive and sociological
aspects of youth gangs, with a general
emphasis on juvenile delinquency.

Gang formation is attributed to myriad
social and economic factors. These in-
clude the breakdown of the family, the
need to belong, low self-esteem, poverty,
unemployment, alcohol and drugs, and
the failure of educational, criminal jus-
tice and other social institutions.

Many gangs start as informal social
groups with common interests, such as
neighborhoods, schools or social activi-
ties. Over an extended period of time,
they progress in sophistication to active
criminal gangs.

The social factors most often attributed
to gang formation � power, status, secu-
rity, substitute for family, friendship,
love � attract youth at impressionable
ages, most noticeably around 12 or 13
years. As these groups grow in size, in-
formal leadership develops. The groups
become hostile toward nonmembers, pro-
voking altercations over issues such as
protection of turf, school rivalries, ru-

mors and boyfriend/girlfriend problems.
The groups progress from the original
social groups to fighting gangs. Because
of the retaliatory nature of youth alterca-
tions, gang conflict escalates.

Members of  fighting gangs often ad-
vance to criminal activity, progressing
from minor offenses to crimes like auto
theft and drug trafficking. Every youth
associated with social groups or fighting
gangs does not necessarily become in-
volved in criminal gang offenses. Many
times, however, the members do remain
available as �back-up� for the gang when
a fight arises.

School personnel must understand that
the change from informal social groups
to fighting gangs to criminal gangs oc-
curs as a progressive development rather
than as an overnight phenomenon. Un-
fortunately, many officials perceive that
gangs begin as a fad that will not last
long. To the contrary, the emergence of
gangs in a school or community is a pro-
cess rather than an event. Alert adminis-
trators and security personnel will detect
gang development in its early stages and
plan strategies prior to the entrenchment
of gangs in their schools.

Identifiers of gang activity
Gang-related incidents are no longer an
escalation of conflicts that build up
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throughout the school week and culmi-
nate with �Friday /Fight Day.� Many in-
cidents at school start early Monday
morning as a spillover from weekend al-
tercations in the community. These con-
flicts often begin at parties, malls, com-
munity festivals, sporting events and
other activities where youth interact, of-
ten with minimal or no adult supervi-
sion. Unable to finish their altercations
at the initial source, gangs carry the con-
flict over to school, where they know
they will meet at the beginning of the
week. Typical offenses include assaults,
threats, menacing, fights, possession and
use of weapons, and trespassing.

TRUMP

What exactly are gangs and gang-re-
lated incidents? As previously noted, re-
sponses to gang development are often
hindered by the variety of definitions of
the term �gang.� A blanket definition is
not practical because of various profes-
sional perspectives and regional varia-
tions of gang structure and activity.

 Local assessments must be made
through collaborative efforts within the
particular agencies addressing the gang
issue � school, police, social services
and others providing youth services in
the broader community. When develop-
ing a working definition, officials must
remember that gangs differ from other
social groups because their behavior is
disruptive, anti-social and/or criminal in
nature.

Gang members are too often stereo-
typed as inner-city minority males. In
reality, gang membership crosses all
boundaries of age, sex, race, academic
achievement and economic status. Fe-
males, straight-A students and youths
from middle-class homes may become
gang members. Gangs exist in the inner
city, suburbs and even rural areas. Sub-

urban communities often experience both
the influx of inner-city gangs and the de-
velopment of local groups, since gangs
perceive that the community is unable
and unwilling to recognize or respond to
their presence.

Some signs of gang involvement in-
clude wearing subtle or obvious colors of
clothing, a particular brand of sports-
wear, hats, shoes, jewelry, bandannas or
similar style haircuts. While it is difficult
to detect the gang association of any in-
dividual on the basis of these �colors�
alone, school personnel should look at
groups of suspected gang members for
patterns or common items.

Graffiti is another indicator. Unusual
signs, symbols, alphabets and nicknames
on buildings, walls, chalkboards, cloth-
ing, homework papers, notebooks and re-
lated items are possibly gang-related.
Gang members also frequently use un-
common terms, words, names or phrases,
as well as unusual hand signs or hand-
shakes, as a form of communication.
School personnel should also be alert for
symbols, names or other tattoos on the
arms, chest or elsewhere on the bodies of
suspected gang members. Many times
one or all of these indicators will be dis-
played in order for other students to
identify the youth as a gang member.

Administrators and school health per-
sonnel should monitor unexplainable or
suspicious bruises, wounds or injuries to
students. Many youth are often initiated
into a gang with a beating or fight which
results in injuries to the new recruit.
Since the new gang members cannot
claim the injury as a result of initiation,
they often falsely report assault by un-
known assailants or suspicious acciden-
tal bodily injuries.

School personnel must remember that

the identifiers are only a tool for detect-
ing gang affiliation. Students are not
suspended, expelled or arrested in most
cases for simply claiming affiliation with
a particular group. It is the anti-social
and/or criminal behavior which leads
school personnel to develop strategies for
behavior modification and, when neces-
sary, take administrative disciplinary ac-
tion and/or criminal prosecution.

Administrative strategies
School authorities must work with other
officials to overcome denial quickly. A
working definition and plan of action ad-
dressing the problem (or potential for a
problem) must be developed and imple-
mented within a reasonable time. Lag
time allows gang growth to progress.
Members of the governing bodies of the
city and the schools and top administra-
tors in youth-serving agencies must take
leadership positions in this effort.

Even when problems of definition and
denial are solved, widespread acceptance
of reality can still be slow. The bureau-
cratic process may result in organiza-
tions waiting for each other to take the
lead in the formulation of policies and
practices. Incremental, crisis-oriented
and single agency responses are less
likely to succeed than comprehensive,
communitywide programs developed
through multiple-agency collaboration.

Principals must identify schools as
neutral grounds and adopt a �no toler-
ance� policy toward gang activity.
School personnel must distinguish be-
tween youthful misbehavior and crimes
and respond accordingly, with prioritized
administrative disciplinary action and/or
criminal prosecution for gang-related
violations. Administrators must establish
close working relationships with law en-
forcement. Behavioral expectations, like
academic expectations, must be regularly
communicated and reinforced through-
out the school year. All disciplinary ac-
tion must be applied in a firm, fair and
consistent manner.

Principals must take a leadership posi-
tion in teaching school staff, parents and
students about the negative aspects of

Suburban communities often experience both the in-
flux of inner-city gangs and the development of lo-
cal groups, since gangs perceive that the commu-
nity is unable to recognize or respond to their
presence.
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gangs. Administrators, teachers and sup-
port personnel should receive in-depth
in-service training on gang motivations,
organization, structure, identification
and handling. Periodic updates should
alert staff to the changing gang trends
and activities. Similar training should be
offered to parents, with an emphasis on
intervention before the child becomes
deeply involved with the gang. Students
should be taught both the negative conse-
quences of gang involvement and the
skills to avoid gangs.

Principals must also create a process
for the mediation of school conflicts.
Gang conflicts that erupt at school can
be diffused through adult and peer me-
diation programs. If students feel com-
fortable taking problems and concerns to
the school administration, the informa-
tion received prior to incidents will give
principal and staff time to prevent inci-
dents of violence.

Strategies for teachers
Classroom teachers and support staff
must also ensure the firm, fair and con-
sistent treatment of all students. Teach-
ers must be assertive in dealing with
children, beginning with the first day of
school, and continually reinforce behav-
ioral and academic expectations. It is
possible to maintain classroom control
while creating an atmosphere of trust in
which students feel comfortable taking
problems to adults.

Teachers should incorporate gang
issues in classroom lessons; they cannot
close the classroom door following a
gang-related disruption in the hallway
and realistically expect students to im-
mediately focus on formulas or textbook
scenarios. By taking a few minutes to
discuss the causes and solutions of the
problems at hand, teachers provide true
education about the real issues facing our
youth today.

As a part of their professional develop-
ment, educators must learn about the so-
cial and economic problems facing our
children. Often, teachers are thrown into
the classroom with academic training in
educational theory and teaching tech-

niques but no information regarding
such issues as drugs, gangs or violence.
These societal ills must first be addressed
before children can be effectively taught.
Educators should strike a balance be-
tween the basics and social skills. Mini-
mally, teachers must be aware of the re-
alities our children face daily.

Parent strategies
School personnel cannot assume that all
parents are inherently good ones. Nor
can school officials assume that what
they consider to be obvious is indeed ob-
vious to parents. Schools must educate
parents about the issues of youth violence
and gangs, including gang awareness,
identification and handling techniques.
Officials must also directly remind par-
ents to eliminate access to weapons and
to permit children to attend only super-
vised parties. These steps can reduce the
opportunities for youth involvement in
gangs and violence.

Parent education does not have to be
limited to PTA meetings or open house
sessions. Schools can send home flyers
with report cards, make community ser-
vice announcements and press releases to
the media, and work cooperatively with
other agencies to educate parents.

Youth strategies
Student rights and responsibilities must
be communicated and frequently rein-
forced throughout the school year.
Schools should review and revise their
behavioral codes yearly, providing writ-
ten copies to students at the onset of the
school year. The school climate must dis-
courage bad behavior and respect stu-
dents as individuals, including frequent
recognition of student achievement and
regular positive messages.

Students should be encouraged to re-
port gang-related incidents to parents,
school officials and the police. They
must see mechanisms available to con-
structively resolve conflicts without the
use of violence. They must also realize
that there will be swift consequences for
those who commit gang offenses.

Most importantly, students cannot be

told, �Say no to gangs,� without provid-
ing them with something to say �yes�
to � positive activities and alternatives
to gangs. In times of financial con-
straints, athletic programs and after-
school activities are often the first to be
cut. Administrators should strive to lo-
cate funding for practical programs of
interest to the youth at school, in coordi-
nation with other community-based
agencies.

This article has focused almost exclu-
sively on the role of the schools in ad-
dressing youth gangs. It must be recog-
nized, however, that like the police,
schools alone cannot solve gang prob-
lems. Successful efforts to address youth
gangs must be geared toward contain-
ment and control, prevention and net-
working among the multiple agencies
working together to address the issue.
Single program efforts must be replaced
with dedicated personnel and multiple-
agency programs to respond to and pre-
vent gang situations in the various agen-
cies serving youth. The mobility and
fluid nature of youth gangs requires on-
going communication across the tradi-
tional organizational and territorial
boundaries.

School systems are a critical element
of a communitywide effort to deal with
youth gangs. Through early recognition
and acknowledgment, and a balanced,
comprehensive community-based plan,
our schools can be returned to the tradi-
tional safe havens of the past.

For additional information, contact
Kenneth Trump, 1380 E. 6th Street,
Room 106-A, Cleveland, Ohio, 44114.
216/574-8552
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A new Ohio study takes a closer look at school
conflict management programs to determine if youth

can be taught better ways of resolving problems.

JOHN B. STEPHENS

A better way to
resolve disputes

Conflict management curricula began
appearing in isolated schools in the
1970s. However, it was not until the
1980s that student mediation and con-
flict management programs started to
gain popularity. In 1982, the Martin
Luther King Jr. Law and Public Service
Magnet High School in Cleveland
started one of Ohio�s first student media-
tion programs, Winning Against Violent
Environments (WAVE). Despite the na-
tional recognition of its success, addi-
tional mediation and conflict programs
in Ohio schools developed slowly.  The
same was true throughout the country.

School mediation programs use trained
student mediators as neutral third parties
to assist classmates in resolving their
disputes. Student mediation, negotiation
and problem solving can range from on-
the-spot, informal intervention on the
playground at an elementary school to
sit-down, scheduled mediation sessions
at a high school.

Although these programs are now be-
ginning to appear in an increasing num-
ber of schools throughout the United
States, little research has been done to
examine their impact on students and
schools. The Ohio Commission on Dis-
pute Resolution and Conflict Manage-
ment, created by the Ohio General As-

sembly to be a catalyst for implementing
conflict management programs in Ohio,
initiated the School Conflict Manage-
ment Demonstration Project in 1990.
The purpose of this project is to evaluate
how conflict management programs
affect school operations and school
climate.

Seventeen schools were selected to
participate in the project and were given
small grants (most received $1,500) to
initiate conflict management programs.
The schools were chosen to reflect the
diversity of students and communities in
the state.

Project goals
The goal of the first year of the School
Demonstration Project was to increase
the understanding of how school conflict
management programs are implemented.
From May through July 1991, informa-
tion was collected by an independent
evaluator through group and individual
interviews with conflict management
program coordinators, students, teachers,
administrators and parents from the 17
demonstration schools. During the fol-
lowing two years of the project, the Com-
mission will report on the effects of con-
flict management on student behavior
and school climate.

The Commission is interested in draw-
ing lessons from each demonstration
school concerning methods to reduce dis-
ruptive behaviors and empower students

to solve their own conflicts. Therefore, it
did not require that every school adopt
the same approach.

Fourteen of the 17 demonstration
schools adopted student peer mediation
to assist students in resolving conflicts.
The other schools either chose peer ne-
gotiation or curricular approaches, or
they combined two of the three types.
Thus, most of the lessons and recom-
mendations that follow are based on ex-
perience in implementing student peer
mediation programs.

Lessons learned
Six important lessons emerged from the
interviews with selected teachers, admin-
istrators, students and parents in the
demonstration schools.

� Immediate results showed that stu-
dent mediators enhanced their problem-
solving skills. There was a strong con-
sensus that student mediators demon-
strated improved analytical and commu-
nication skills; in addition, their self-
esteem was enhanced. At schools with
greater teacher and administrator in-
volvement, small improvements in the
use of conflict management techniques
were made by all students.

� The expectations of most program co-
ordinators� conflict management pro-
grams were met. The majority of conflict
management programs met their initial

John B. Stephens is  research director
for the Ohio Commission on Dispute
Resolution and Conflict Management.
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goals and objectives. For example, some
schools experienced a drop in suspen-
sions. Some coordinators, however, rec-
ognized in hindsight that they had stated
their goals and objectives in either too
general or too ambitious terms. These
coordinators plan to more clearly define
and adjust their goals to the needs of the
school.

� Program coordinators found their
work rewarding, but most spent more
time than expected, using all their skills
and diligence to make things work well.
Almost all program coordinators were
surprised by the time and energy it took
to develop, implement and operate their
program. Many coordinators encoun-
tered frustrations over resources, student
and teacher participation, and adminis-
trative details.

However, the initial benefits to student
mediators and the anticipated benefits to
the school in general motivated program
coordinators to maintain or strengthen
their efforts. Through grappling with
program start-up difficulties, coordina-
tors felt they had learned ways to make
things work better.

� Successful program start-up depends
on understanding and support from ad-
ministrators and teachers. There was
strong and unanimous opinion that ad-
ministrative support is crucial. Building
teachers� understanding and use of a
conflict management program is also
important.

Insufficient attention to these areas
created many of the frustrations program
coordinators encountered. They realized
problems could have been avoided if
more time had been devoted at the begin-
ning to build a broad base of teacher and
administrator involvement and support.

� Concerns about continued funding
for conflict management programs are
more acute when there is a lack of ad-
ministrative support. Some coordinators
were uncertain about the ability to con-
tinue their programs in 1991-92. The
Commission�s grant provided seed mon-

ey to get the program started, but re-
sources to keep it going had not been
identified. Schools that had the support
of administrators had less concern about
resources.

� Continuation of conflict management
programs can be jeopardized when they
are directed by a sole coordinator. Pro-
grams started through the effort of one
person may be dependent on that
person�s leadership. They are vulnerable
to personnel changes and individual
burnout.  Since the 17 demonstration
schools started their programs through
one or two �spark plugs,� most evalua-
tors agreed that broadening involvement
and widely distributing the responsibili-
ties is essential.

Further recommendations
Based on the experience of the people
who initiated conflict management pro-
grams, the Commission believes the fol-
lowing guidelines are important for plan-
ning and implementing a successful
conflict management program.

� Begin by conducting an assessment of
the school�s needs to determine whether
a conflict management program will be
useful. If it is determined that conflict
management can address school needs,
specific goals and objectives for the pro-
gram should be developed. Agreeing on
goals and objectives can help ensure that
everyone�s expectations can be met.

Schools use conflict management to
achieve a variety of purposes. The goals
set by schools in the Demonstration
Project included:
� improving students� communication

and analytical skills;
� employing better ways of handling

conflicts that disrupt classrooms;
� keeping students in class by reducing

detentions and suspensions; and
� reducing administrators� time for

disciplinary matters by providing ways
for students to understand the problem
and to reach their own agreements.

Although other schools� experiences

Peers helping peers

Conflict management programs
provide students with nonviolent
ways to resolve disputes.  Stu-
dents are encouraged to look at
the sources and outcomes of
conflict and promote the ideals of
cooperation and mutual respect.
Many programs contain a compo-
nent designed to increase cultural
awareness. Conflict management
programs are of two basic types:
conflict management curriculum
and student dispute resolution
programs.

Curricular classes provide
students with a better theoretical
understanding of conflict and
con-flict management processes.
The curricula may be presented as
an entire course, included as a
module within courses like
health, English and social
studies, or infused in the content
of any course.

Dispute resolution programs
pro-vide students with practical
experi-ence that will enable them
to better resolve disputes as they
arise.  There are two main types
of dispute resolution programs:

�  Peer negotiation � all
students receive short-term,
intensive training to learn
problem-solving skills to use in
resolving their own disputes.
�  Peer mediation � selected
students are trained as neutral
third parties to mediate their
peers� disputes.

As mutual third parties, student me-
diators follow a structured process
that encourages disputing students to
explain the conflict in their own
words, identify the real problems,
generate alternatives and select the
best option for resolving the dispute.
School personnel establish the crite-
ria for determining which disputes
are appropriate for mediation.
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can be helpful, it is important to consider
the particular circumstances at your
school and adapt conflict management
ideas to what is needed.

Since conflicts are a normal part of
school life, it is unlikely that conflict
management programs can dramatically
reduce the number of disputes in a
school. Objectives should focus on im-
proving students� problem-solving skills
and increasing their ability to resolve
disputes.

� Actively seek the involvement of
people who play different roles in chil-
dren�s education and reflect the cul-
tural diversity of the school. Parents and
students, as well as administrators,
teachers and counselors, should partici-
pate in planning a conflict management
program.

Investing time to involve key people at
the beginning is the best way to develop
widespread support and a well-consid-
ered plan, leading to smoother imple-
mentation and easier operation of a con-
flict management program. Involving the
people being asked to use a conflict man-
agement program � students, teachers,
administrators, counselors and parents
� helps avoid misunderstandings and a
lack of program use.

Seek an organizing committee that re-
flects the cultural diversity of the school.
For broad acceptance of a conflict man-
agement initiative, frequent communica-
tion and an inclusive approach are essen-
tial. The people who will operate the
program must feel that their concerns are
understood and satisfied. Asking adults
and students for their ideas and thanking
them for their contributions to the pro-
gram are critical parts of successful
implementation.

� Collaborate closely with administra-
tors to help ensure success of the con-
flict management program. Support
from school administrators is critical to
building the legitimacy of conflict man-
agement programs. Administrators
should be part of the team that defines
the kinds of disputes suitable for student

peer mediation. They also can encourage
teachers to refer problems to student peer
mediation. Mediation programs will be
more effective when they are incorpo-
rated into the school�s code of conduct or
disciplinary procedures.

� Enhance program effectiveness
through linking conflict management to
other teaching practices. Many teachers
already use methods akin to conflict
management, such as active listening,
problem solving, critical thinking, co-
operative learning and bias awareness.
Linking conflict management to teach-
ers� existing knowledge and to their con-
cerns for reducing classroom disruptions
can increase referrals to student peer me-
diation. Soliciting teacher input for se-
lecting students to be trained as media-
tors provides an opportunity for teachers
to be involved in the program. Teachers
are very important in reinforcing new
conflict management information with
students.

� Collect information to evaluate
whether the conflict management pro-
gram meets its goals and objectives
without wider involvement. Collecting
relevant data enables evaluation of the
concrete results of a conflict manage-
ment program. The information can help
gain support from skeptics and identify
areas that need improvement. The goals
and objectives of the program will deter-
mine what information should be col-
lected and analyzed.

Information about the kinds of dis-
putes referred to mediation, how many
mediation sessions were held, the num-
ber of sessions ending in agreements and
the number of agreements that were
maintained are basic data for monitoring
student peer mediation programs. Other
useful information could include track-
ing administrators� time spent on disci-
plinary matters or the number of times
disputes between particular students are
repeated.

Promising results
Several of the schools are showing im-

provements in discipline and students�
attitudes toward conflict.  One middle
school in Dayton, Ohio, saw the number
of suspensions fall from 166 in the fall
term before the peer mediation program
began to 63 one year later. Common
causes for suspensions � fighting, unru-
liness and truancy � all declined. In
addition to a student peer mediation
program, the middle school implemented
a modular design, where the 800 stu-
dents were placed in smaller groups of
100-200 and shared similar classes and
teachers as a way to build a greater sense
of community.

In a suburban Columbus high school,
the detention rate fell from 200 per
month to 100 per month following the
introduction of student peer mediation
and Saturday detentions.

The schools also collected surveys on
students� attitudes about how to deal
with disputes. In the same middle school,
the number of students agreeing with the
statement,�Even if other kids would
think I�m weird, I would stop a fight,�
increased from 72 percent to 82 percent.
Two other middle schools had similar
improvements.

When asked to agree or disagree with
the statement, �I try to talk out a prob-
lem instead of fighting,� one middle
school had almost half their students
agree in the fall of 1990.  By spring of
1992,  three out of four students said
they supported talking rather than fight-
ing � another indication of changing
student attitudes.

The National Association for Media-
tion in Education (NAME) serves as a
clearinghouse for conflict management
curriculum, training and evaluation ma-
terials. NAME is distributing a longer
report of the Commission�s efforts to ini-
tiate and compare the results of conflict
management programs in Ohio.

For further information, contact
NAME, 425 Amity Street, Amherst, MA
01002, 413/545-2462. Ohio residents
should contact the Ohio Commission on
Dispute Resolution and Conflict Man-
agement, 77 S. High Street, 24th Floor,
Columbus, Ohio 43266, 614/752-9595.

STEPHENS
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STEPHEN A. GRANT

A balance between enforcement, crime prevention education
and informal positive contacts helps school liaison officers

develop effective relationships with students.

Students respond to
‘campus cops’

Stephen A. Grant, M.Ed., is the planning
and development coordinator at the
Richmond  Detachment of the Royal Ca-
nadian Mounted Police in British Co-
lumbia, Canada.

In the lower mainland of British Colum-
bia, a resurgence of interest is occurring
in the role of school liaison as an effec-
tive means of promoting positive rela-
tionships with children and youth and
coping proactively with the advancing
spectre of juvenile crime.

The catalyst behind this development
appears to be a growing sense that juve-
nile crime is rapidly escalating. Crime
among young offenders is assuming new
and frightening dimensions, now better
organized, more persuasive and often
more violent than ever before.

Many urban centers in Canada are
grappling with the emergence of youth
gangs, representing one of the most pro-
found threats to young people and chal-
lenges to law enforcement agencies in
the past several decades. The role of the
school liaison appears to offer the dis-
tinctive appeal of being familiar, gener-
ally well-accepted and a reasonably eco-
nomic response to this issue.

A clear indication of this new interest
and support for school liaisons was dem-
onstrated last January when Richmond
(British Columbia) hosted the first pro-
vincial conference for school liaison
practitioners. The one-day event brought

together school liaison officers (SLOs)
from eight municipal police departments
and 13 Royal Canadian Mounted Police
detachments. This successful initial
meeting has already prompted consider-
able interest throughout the province and
an emerging curiosity across the country.

Two schools of thought
While the use of school liaison officers
in principle has begun to win some re-
spectability and acceptance, debate con-
tinues among police managers and prac-
titioners as to how this program should
best be implemented. Over the years, two
theories have emerged, each with its own
representative examples.

The public relations model takes a tra-
ditionalist approach. School liaison offic-
ers are primarily educators, positive role
models and public relations representa-
tives of their respective departments. The
SLO is responsible for public safety,
crime prevention and awareness pro-
grams. These programs are delivered on
a part-time basis in addition to other du-
ties. The primary focus tends to be
placed upon the elementary school
grades, with lesser attention devoted to
secondary schools. The general premise
is that messages delivered from authority
figures like police officers will have a
more profound impact upon young chil-
dren than upon adolescents.

The second theory is the enforcement
model, or the revisionist approach.

School liaison officers are recognized for
their educational role, but they are fore-
most police officers whose duty requires
them to uphold and enforce the law even
within the school setting. The underlying
belief is that intervention is still possible
in the higher grades, and current con-
cerns affecting youth, such as gangs,
merit immediate intervention.

While each program prototype has its
advocates and can point to its own suc-
cess stories, the enforcement model now
appears to be eclipsing the public rela-
tions model. This is due largely to prag-
matic considerations such as limited po-
lice resources, which ultimately dictate
that programs make fullest possible use
of personnel. This new role for police in
schools can lead to a sense of schizo-
phrenia, as school liaison officers strug-
gle with their dual identities as both �of-
ficer friendly� and the �campus cop.�

Program evaluation
This schism in identities may be over-
come by examining how individual pro-
grams are internally evaluated. For-
merly, school programs were rather
ambiguously measured in terms of their
deterrent effect upon adolescent criminal
behavior. It was suggested that police
visitations and presentations, when given
primarily to young impressionable chil-
dren, would ultimately imprint positive
and lasting messages. These messages,
in turn, would later deter future adoles-
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Level of  Trust and Program Support

Inconsequential

Clear evidence of trust and support

Strong evidence of trust and support

Very strong evidence of trust and
support

VICTIM DISCLOSURES

Level Nature of Disclosure

1 Reporting of routine, minor crimes
 where suspect is unknown

2 Reporting of property crimes
where suspect is known

3 Reporting of personal victimization
such as assault, bullying, harassment:
suspects are known

4 Reporting sexual assault,
domestic violence, incest

Level of Vulnerability
(or perceived risk)

Minimal

Marginal to significant

Strong

Very strong

cents from involvement in crime. This
position is probably wishful thinking.
Nevertheless, it has remained the infor-
mally established bellwether for evalua-
tion of school liaison programs.

There has never been any empirically
confirmable way to show whether school
liaisons have positively or negatively af-
fected juvenile criminal behavior and in-
volvement. Inability to provide an accu-
rate determination of program success
suggests that a new system of measure-
ment must be established. It is much
more meaningful to examine data that
show how school programs have really
altered students� behavior and responses
to the police. In Richmond, our criterion
has become victim disclosures.

Victim disclosures
Victims� willingness to offer feedback
reveals their personal level of trust and
confidence in the program. The disclo-
sure of information indicates a sincere
belief that the police are able and willing
to affect changes. These disclosures dem-
onstrate that clients (students or school
staff) personally believe in the program
or the on-site school liaison
officer. They also demonstrate that stu-
dents are attentive and responsive to po-
lice messages made during presenta-
tions. Victim disclosures necessitate po-

lice action which, if perceived as positive
and in the best interests of the victim and
his peer group, will lead to further dis-
closures.

Many young people, under the best of
circumstances, do not easily confide in
the police. The degree of intimacy and
risk evident in the disclosure itself dem-
onstrates the level of the victim�s trust in
the particular officer.

This determination of program utility
modeled by Richmond�s Secondary
School Liaison Program, has proven to
be a reliable indicator. (See box below.)

In this model, first level disclosures
are routine complaints or requests for
service. While such disclosures demon-
strate a certain sense of program recog-
nition and appreciation, they do not es-
tablish any true sense of affinity with the
individual school liaison officer.

Second level disclosures, by compari-
son, begin to provide a real indication of
client confidence. The implied risk
ranges from minimal to very great, de-
pending upon the potential or perceived
danger posed by the offender, regardless
of the crime committed.

The last two categories clearly prove
that students have entered into a trusting
relationship with the police through the
SLO program.

Successfully obtaining victim disclo-

sures appears to be a result of two per-
ceptions held by the victim: the SLO�s
approachability and effectiveness.

Approachability is analyzed in terms
of the perceived human variables of ac-
cessibility, empathy, friendliness and
trustworthiness. Effectiveness is judged
by past experiences and the officer�s
ability to affect change. Will it make a
difference to confide in the officer? Does
the SLO operate with fairness, speed and
consistency? Did he or
she help last time? Does the SLO help
others? If the victim believes that the
SLO meets both these criteria, then the
student will probably disclose.

A balanced relationship between en-
forcement, education and informal con-
tacts provides the most successful recipe
for victim disclosures. While school liai-
son officers should investigate school-
based crimes and follow up on victim�s
disclosures, the disclosures themselves
are unlikely to occur unless the officer is
perceived as approachable. Inversely, the
SLO�s inability to personally enter into
investigations will also inhibit
disclosures.

A balanced performance requires
SLOs to integrate fully into the life of the
school. This is done in myriad ways: par-
ticipating in sporting events, field trips,
dances and even casual talks in hallways
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with students. These informal, positive
contacts are believed to be directly corre-
lated with voluntary generation of victim
disclosures.

Prior to the inception of the Richmond
Secondary School Liaison Program, the
police rarely received victim disclosures
from students. The only exception to this
general rule was in sexual abuse cases.
Even those disclosures were made almost
exclusively through a second party, usu-
ally a school counselor or teacher. In the
larger community, adolescents rarely re-
ported victimization independent of adult
pressure or influence. For example, in
1989, no students reported sexual abuse
and only two disclosed information about
physical violence, threats or other forms
of victimization other than sexual as-
sault.

Prior to the program, any criminal
complaint originating from schools was
handled by plain clothes units or general
duty personnel. The crime prevention
unit conducted school presentations on a
regular basis but did not handle criminal
complaints. Thus they were not per-
ceived as appropriate persons in whom to
confide.

In 1990, the year immediately preced-
ing the introduction of the program, four
sexual abuse disclosures were made to
crime prevention officers, but only after
an intensive barrage of talks directed at
junior high students and where incidents
of abuse and insensitivity issues were al-
ready well-identified. Only three victim
disclosures of physical violence, threats
and other forms of victimization other
than sexual assaults were reported.

The failure to obtain voluntary disclo-
sures was attributed to two factors: the
lack of consistent police presence and in-
volvement with youth and the inability of
crime prevention/school liaison person-
nel to act on disclosures. By comparison,
over the course of the first year of opera-
tion in secondary schools, SLOs received
from students two dozen sexual abuse
disclosures and 60 other reports of per-
sonal victimization.

School liaison officers in their new
role are now mandated to investigate

school victims� complaints. Currently,
80 percent of all requests for assistance
come from students themselves.

Improved relationships
This dramatic change is attributed to an
improved relationship between young
people and the police, via this program
and the ability of individual SLOs to per-
sonally conduct investigations.

The insular quality of the school com-
munity provides an ideal setting for con-
ducting criminal investigations, since the
victim, suspect and witnesses frequently
are all present in the same building and
readily accessible. Schools also offer op-
portunities that give occasions for quick,
demonstrative police actions. These ac-
tions can be understood and observed by
the whole school community.

In Richmond, these factors have led to
unmatchable success. After a year of
operation, the SLO program boasts a
74 percent clearance rate for all violent
or personal victimization offenses and a
54 percent clearance rate for property
offenses.

The school, in a sense, forms a micro-
cosm of the public�s relationship to the
police. It has long been recognized that
the calls police receive represent only a
small percentage of the actual crimes
committed. Two reasons are commonly
cited for this unfortunate occurrence: the
public�s reluctance to deal with a per-
ceived apathetic police agency and the
general perception that the police are
helpless to affect change.

Given the confined, close-knit nature
of the school community, there is little
excuse for these feelings if the school li-
aison officer has become a full member
of this community. In Richmond, this
has proven true. The School Liaison
Program�s criminal code clearance rate
is, on average, four times higher than all
other operational units. Students have
come to trust and believe in the SLOs�
ability to change things for the better. It
remains perhaps a future challenge to see
whether this positive experience can be
effectively translated into the broader
community.

School-based policing strategies
successfully mix the traditionally
separate functions of policing and
schooling.  Operating within the
school, school liaison officers, also
known as school resource officers,
perform a variety of roles, which
vary with students� age and grade
levels.

In elementary school, the stage
is set by demonstrating a positive
and more personal view of police-
men. Students develop an aware-
ness of the broad role of law
enforcement in our society. The
officers lay the foundation for
student confidence and trust by
demonstrating both a knowledge
and an interest in matters of child
advocacy. Students develop a
sense of the consequences of
wrongdoing and illegal behavior.
They also develop an awareness of
the nature of child abuse and
victimization by strangers.
Officers are available to talk
confidentially with children who
want to talk about their abuse.

During the tough but tender
years in junior high school, offi-
cers exercise authority by dealing
with cases of misbehavior and
violations of the law, patrolling
the campus and counseling
troubled students.

Counseling and control are the
themes during the senior high
school years. The officers�
classroom exposure gives way to
individual counseling, dealing
with law violations both on and
off campus, more extensive use of
the �behavior agreement,� and
maintaining campus security.

Excerpted with permission  from
Policing from the Schoolhouse by
Martin Scheffer. Charles Thomas
Publisher, Springfield, IL: 1987.

The role of the police-
school liaison officer
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NSSC Publications

The National School Safety Center (NSSC) serves as a national clearing-
house for school safety programs and activities related to campus security,
school law, community relations, student discipline and attendance, and the
prevention of drug abuse, gangs, weapons and bullying in schools.

NSSC�s primary objective is to focus national attention on the importance
of providing safe and effective schools. The following publications have been
produced to promote this effort.

School Safety News Service includes three symposium editions of School
Safety, newsjournal of the National School Safety Center, and six issues of
School Safety Update.  These publications feature the insight of prominent
professionals on issues related to school safety, including student discipline,
security, attendance, dropouts, youth suicide, character education and sub-
stance abuse.  NSSC�s News Service reports on effective school safety pro-
grams, updates on legal and  legislative issues, and reviews new literature on
school safety issues.  Contributors include accomplished local practitioners
and nationally recognized experts and officials.  ($59.00 annual
subscription)

Developing Personal & Social Responsibility (1992) is designed to serve
as a framework on which to build successful school and community programs
aimed at training young people to be responsible citizens. 130 pages. ($9.00)

Child Safety Curriculum Standards (1991) helps prevent child victimization
by assisting youth-serving professionals in teaching children how to protect
themselves. Sample strategies that can be integrated into existing curricula or
used as a starting point for developing a more extensive curriculum are given
for both elementary and secondary schools.  The age-appropriate standards
deal with the topics of substance abuse, teen parenting, suicide, gangs,
weapons, bullying, runaways, rape, sexually transmitted diseases, child
abuse, parental abductions, stranger abductions and latchkey children. Each
of the 13 chapters includes summaries, standards, strategies and additional
resources for each grade level. 353 pages. ($75.00)

Set Straight on Bullies (1989) examines the myths and realities about
schoolyard bullying. Changing attitudes about the seriousness of the problem
are stressed.  It studies the characteristics of bullies and bullying victims. And,
most importantly, it provides strategies for educators, parents and students to
better prevent and respond to schoolyard bullying. Sample student and adult
surveys are included. 89 pages. ($10.00)

Gangs In Schools: Breaking Up Is Hard to Do
(1988) offers an introduction to youth gangs,
providing the latest information on the various
types of gangs � including ethnic gangs, stoner
groups and satanic cults � as well as giving
practical advice on preventing or reducing gang
encroachment on schools.  Already in its seventh
printing, the book contains valuable suggestions
from law enforcers, school principals, prosecu-
tors and other experts on gangs. The concluding
chapter describes more than 20 school- and
community-based programs throughout the
country that have been successful in combating
gangs. 48 pages. ($5.00)

School Safety Check Book (1990)
is NSSC�s most comprehensive text
on crime and violence prevention in
schools.  The volume is divided into
sections on school climate and
discipline, school attendance, personal
safety and school security.  Geared
for the hands-on practitioner, each
section includes a review of the problems
and prevention strategies.  Useful
charts, surveys and tables, as well as
write-ups on a wide variety of model
programs, are included.  Each chapter
also has a comprehensive bibliography
of additional resources. 219 pages.
($15.00)

School Crime and Violence: Victims� Rights (1992) is a current and compre-
hensive text on school safety law. The recently revised book offers a historical
overview of victims� rights, describes how it has been dealt with in our laws and
courts, and explains its effect on America�s schools. The authors cite legal case
histories and cover current school liability laws. The book explains tort liability,
sovereign immunity, duty-at-large rule, intervening cause doctrine and foresee-
able criminal activity, as well as addressing their significance to schools. The
concluding chapter includes a �Checklist for Providing Safe Schools.� 127
pages. ($15.00)

Educated Public Relations: School Safety 101 (1986) offers a quick course in
public relations for school district public relations directors, administrators and
others working to achieve safe, effective schools. The book explains the theory of
public relations and successful methods for integrating people and ideas. It
discusses how public relations programs can promote safe schools and quality
education and gives 101 specific ideas and strategies to achieve this goal. 72
pages. ($8.00)

School Discipline Notebook (1992) will help educators establish fair and effec-
tive discipline policies. The book reviews student responsibilities and rights,
including the right to safe schools. Legal policies that regulate discipline methods
used in schools are also explained. 53 pages. ($5.00)

The Need To Know: Juvenile Record Sharing (1989) deals with the confiden-
tiality of student records and why teachers, counselors, school administrators,
police, probation officers, prosecutors, the courts and other professionals who

work with juvenile offenders need to know and be able to share information con-
tained in juvenile records. When information is shared appropriately, improved
strategies for responding to serious juvenile offenders and for improving public

safety can be developed. The second part of the book reviews the legal statutes
of each state, outlining which agencies and individuals are permitted access to
various juvenile records and how access may be obtained. A model

juvenile records code and sample forms to be used by agencies in facilitating
juvenile record sharing also are included. 88 pages. ($12.00)

Points of view or opinions are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the

official position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice, U.S. Department of Education

or Pepperdine University. Prices subject to change without prior notification.
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Resource Papers

The National School Safety Center (NSSC) has produced a series of special
reports on a variety of topics related to school safety. Each NSSC Resource
Paper provides a concise but comprehensive overview of the problem, covers a
number of prevention and intervention strategies, and includes a list of
organizations, related publications and article reprints on the topic.

Safe Schools Overview offers a review of the contemporary safety issues
facing today�s schools, such as crime and violence, discipline, bullying, drug/
alcohol trafficking and abuse, gangs, high dropout rates, and school safety
partnerships.

Alternative Schools for Disruptive Youth thoroughly covers the historical
background of alternative schools and the academic research that has been
done on their effectiveness.

Corporal Punishment in Schools outlines the arguments for and against
corporal punishment. It also discusses the alternatives to corporal punishment
that have been developed by schools and psychologists.

Drug Traffic and Abuse in Schools, after summarizing students� attitudes and
beliefs about drugs, covers drug laws and school rules, the legal aspects of
student searches and drug testing, and the connection between drug use and
truancy, crime and violence.

Weapons in Schools outlines a number of ways to detect weapons on
campus, including using searches and metal detectors, establishing a security
force, and eliminating book bags or lockers where weapons can be hidden.

Role Models, Sports and Youth covers a number of programs that link youth
and sports, including NSSC�s urban school safety campaign that used
professional athletes as spokesmen, several organizations founded by
professional athletes to help youth combat drugs, and a number of programs
established to get young people involved in school or neighborhood teams.

School Bullying and Victimization defines bullying, offers an overview of
psychological theories about how bullies develop and covers intervention
programs that have been successful.

School Crisis Prevention and Response identifies principles and practices
that promote safer campuses. It presents reviews of serious schools crises �
fatal shootings, a terrorist bombing, armed intruders and cluster suicide.
Interviews with the principals in charge also are included.

Student and Staff Victimization, after outlining schools� responsibility to
provide a safe educational environment, covers strategies for dealing with
victimization.

Student Searches and the Law examines recent court cases concerning
student searches, including locker searches, strip searches, searches by
probation officers, drug testing and searches using metal detectors or drug-
sniffing dogs.

Increasing Student Attendance, after outlining the problem and providing
supporting statistics, details strategies to increase attendance by preventing,
intervening with and responding to students who become truants or dropouts.

Display Posters

�Join a team, not a gang!� (1989) � Kevin Mitchell, home run leader with the
San Francisco Giants.

��The Fridge says �bullying is uncool!�� (1988) � William �The Fridge�
Perry, defensive lineman for the Chicago Bears.

�Facades...� (1987) � A set of two, 22-by-17-inch full-color posters produced
and distributed to complement a series of drug-free schools TV public service
announcements sponsored by NSSC.

All resources are prepared under Grant No. 85-MU-CX-0003 from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Office of Justice Programs, U.S. Department of Justice. Points
of view or opinions in these documents are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice, U.S. Department of
Education or Pepperdine University. Prices subject to change without prior notification. Charges cover postage and handling. Check must accompany order.

NSSC Order Form
Display Posters
�Join a team, not a gang!�
Kevin Mitchell ($3)
�The Fridge says �bullying is uncool!��
William �The Fridge� Perry ($3)
�Facades...� (Set of 2) ($3)

Resource Papers
Safe Schools Overview ($4)
Alternative Schools for Disruptive Youth ($4)
Corporal Punishment in Schools ($4)
Drug Traffic and Abuse in Schools ($4)
Increasing Student Attendance ($4)
Role Models, Sports and Youth ($4)
School Bullying and Victimization ($4)
School Crisis Prevention and Response ($4)
Student and Staff Victimization ($4)
Student Searches and the Law ($4)
Weapons in Schools ($4)

Publications
School Safety News Service ($59 annually)
Child Safety Curriculum Standards ($75)
Developing Personal & Social Responsibility ($9)
Educated Public Relations ($8)
Gangs in Schools ($5)
School Crime and Violence ($15)
School Discipline Notebook ($5)
School Safety Check Book ($15)
Set Straight on Bullies ($10)
The Need to Know ($12)

             ZipCity State

Name Title

Address Affiliation

Mail order to: NSSC, 4165 Thousand Oaks Blvd., Suite 290, Westlake Village, CA 91362
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BERNARD Z. FRIEDLANDER

The spread of violence in schools, in society
and in the lives of students has profound
implications for education and educators.

Flight from schooling

Bernard Z. Friedlander, Ph.D., is pro-
fessor of psychology at the University of
Hartford. This article is a condensation
of a four-part series that originally ap-
peared in the CABE Journal, the journal
of the Connecticut Association of Boards
of Education.

Various forms of violence and the threat
of violence, in the schools and in society
at large, have evolved from an occasional
abnormality to an ongoing way of life. It
is a chronic condition educators and stu-
dents must contend with � sometimes
every day.

Child abuse and criminal behavior by
and against students entail incredibly
complex dealings with courts, clinics, so-
cial agencies and the criminal justice
system. These situations ensnarl educa-
tors in seemingly endless negotiations
and paperwork that are exceptionally
time consuming. They leave educators
with few clear guidelines for making
critical decisions and carry risk of severe
consequences and legal liabilities.

Some forms of youth violence, such as
sexual exploitation and inter-ethnic
rivalry, touch the most sensitive lacera-
tions on the entire American social
agenda. These lacerations create and re-
flect great community turmoil.

Investment in learning is at risk when
students are not safe and do not feel safe.
A sense of personal safety is virtually an
absolute prerequisite for students to

make progress in school. Violence is pre-
emptively disorganizing to students� psy-
chological development and their capac-
ity to participate in educational experi-
ences in meaningful ways.

Educators at every level need practical
help in understanding and dealing with
the many faces of this intricate crisis.
When we do not deal with the disruptive
and intimidating effects of violence, we
jeopardize progress in coping with the
other hot-button problems of the schools
and the community at large � drugs,
gangs, sexuality, test scores, social diver-
sity, competitiveness and budgets.

Types of violence
Students are exposed to three types of
violence. Two of the three types of vio-
lence are widely acknowledged: commu-
nity violence and domestic violence. The
third, the self-destructive violence of the
mass media youth culture, has barely
been recognized. Yet it may be just as
destructive in the schools and in society
as either of the others.

These three kinds of violence have one
feature in common: Although there is
little educators can do to control the
causes of violence in society, educators�
efforts to promote learning are seriously
hindered if the consequences of violence
are not controlled in the schools.

Overt aggression
Community violence consists of con-

spicuous public behavior that most
people easily recognize as overt aggres-
sion, wherever and whenever it occurs. It
can start as simply as an unintended jos-
tling. Then it can escalate to a bitter
quarrel, and quickly end up as a criminal
homicide with knives and guns. One of
the hallmarks of our time is the speed in
which modern violence escalates be-
tween simple bad manners and the hos-
pital emergency room. In many cases,
the triviality of the causes of these epi-
sodes is the most shocking thing about
them.

It is widely recognized that community
violence has been greatly exacerbated in
our time by turf battles in the drug trade.
No experienced observer expects that the
florid, chronic community violence that
came in with the drug trade will go out
with the drug trade in settings where
drug use is declining. The quick escala-
tion of minor controversies into explo-
sive encounters with weapons has be-
come a fixed element of contemporary
life, especially in some strands of youth
culture.

The present stage of evolution of the
violence problem presents extremely dif-
ficult new dilemmas to school adminis-
trators and students. For example, the
policy of confiscating all weapons may
deprive victims of their only perceived
form of self-defense within the realities
of their daily lives. Thus, the school
principal�s obligation to rid the school of
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all weapons may propel chronic victims
into protective gang affiliations, perhaps
against their will, as an essential strategy
for personal survival.

It is a serious mistake to think of con-
temporary students involved in commu-
nity violence as simply modern actors in
new forms of old fashioned juvenile de-
linquency. The old juvenile delinquency
was the province of a limited population
of willing participants, consisting mainly
of teen-age boys. The community vio-
lence of today radiates potentially to ev-
erybody in the communities where it oc-
curs, regardless of age, gender or status.
Nobody is safe, especially unprotected
children.

Domestic violence
While publicly visible community vio-
lence is mainly focused at the lower
rungs of the socio-economic ladder, the
private suffering of domestic violence
knows no boundaries of income or social
class. It is far more common than anyone
wants to believe. It is reasonable to sup-
pose that myriad students are justified in
having chronic, daily fears of what will
happen to them when they go home from
school.

The less-publicized violence in fami-
lies is probably more psychologically de-
structive and educationally disruptive to
students� learning performance in school
than is the more publicized violence in
the community. It is also sadly true that
domestic violence is probably increasing.
In the past, economic distress in families
has regularly been associated with rising
levels of domestic violence and child
abuse. There is no reason to think the
same effects are not taking place in the
especially painful and widespread reach
of the current recession.

Self-destructive violence
Why do a large number of basically nor-
mal, decent kids act in ways that are con-
trary to their own best interests? One
only needs to watch television programs
such as those produced by MTV (Music
Television) for insights into the minds of
vast numbers of  the 14- to 24-year-olds

who constitute the bulk of the television
audience � and who are our students.
Plenty of data support the view that such
programming projects and reflects what
adolescent America really cares and
thinks about. In terms of the youth audi-
ence, communications specialists regard
MTV as the most highly distilled con-
centrate of our mass media/mass mer-
chandising culture.

Programs like those on MTV are fun
to watch. There is an intense, magnetic
appeal to the pulsing, youthful energy,
the blazing eroticism, the wild crowds at
rap and heavy metal concerts, the eye-
popping special visual effects, the sly hu-
mor and the incredible range of musical
talent.

This, the preemptive world of fantasy
and behavior, is what many students re-
gard as most real. This is what they feel
is most vital and most important for
them to know about and to join.

But is the issue really one of violence?
Perhaps, in a sense, it is. Very bad

things can happen to students through
overt violence in the community or co-
vert violence in the home. But few of
these bad things can be so insidiously, so
forcefully and so irreversibly destructive
to a youth�s capacity to function effec-
tively in the future as the widespread
adolescent delusion that television and
all it represents are more important than
school.

Can our educational system ever re-
cover if vast numbers of youth spend the
most crucial learning years of their lives
acting as if it�s more important to �rage
and rap� with the pop culture than it is
to labor on the road to mastery of alge-
bra, English and social studies?

Disruptive forces of violence
The most important reason why we must
pay particular attention to violence in
our students� lives is our commitment to
educational goals. Whatever else it does
to harm them, violence also disrupts stu-
dents� academic performance. Only the
most resilient children and adolescents
can do reasonably well in their school
work when they have to  cope with vio-

lence in their homes, in their communi-
ties and in their images of their own
lives.

There may be valid disagreement
among educators as to how far schools
should go in handling students who
bring unmet needs with them to the
schoolhouse door. But violence is so pre-
eminently destructive to learning, educa-
tors cannot stand aside and say, �It�s
someone else�s business.�

Victims and perpetrators
Causes and consequences of violent be-
havior can take many diverse forms in
the lives of both victims and perpetrators
and among the students at risk of becom-
ing both.

This combination of being both victim
and perpetrator is part of the great com-
plexity educators face in dealing fairly
with violent students and violent situa-
tions. Many victims become perpetrators,
both in reaction to victimization in the
past and as a means to avoid further vic-
timization in the future.

In some homes and communities in
contemporary America, violence and the
potential for violence are so much a part
of ordinary life that focusing only on per-
petrators or only on victims guarantees
dealing with only part of the problem.
When we follow the general tendency to
pay more attention to perpetrators than
to victims, we may be overlooking the
larger number of students � the ones
who need us most, the ones who may
have most to gain from our concern and
intervention.

Violence trauma
It is very difficult to define violence in
terms of the acts that are so destructive
to students� performance in school. But it
is relatively simple to define violence
trauma. In brief, violence trauma is the
psychological aftermath of any hurtful
acts, events or recurrent patterns of expe-
riences that overwhelms the victim�s ca-
pacity to cope with the challenges of his
or her life.

The value of this definition is that it
transfers the emphasis from the incidents
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to their consequences. Instead of asking
what happened, we can ask the much
more powerful questions: What are the
consequences of the violence that hap-
pened? How has it disrupted the school
work? What can we do to make things
better?

Whatever happened � a fight on the
playground, an abusive beating by an en-
raged parent, hearing gunfire and seeing
a bleeding body in the street or trash se-
duction by pop culture � it is the effects
of these on our students that are most
important.

Notice two things about this definition.
First, it sets the consequences of violence
into the context of the victim�s vision of
the future. Both education and violence
are profoundly oriented to the future.
Whatever undermines or degrades stu-
dents� expectations for the future also
undermines the likelihood they will do
well in school.

Students whose anticipation of the fu-
ture is clouded by fear of more danger
and more pain simply shut down their
inner expectations of having a future in
which to feel that pain.  If students do
not feel that they have a future, they
withhold investment of energy into
school work, in which the only justifica-
tion is the hope of future payoffs.

Second, this definition of violence
trauma shows that it is not necessary to
be a direct physical victim of violent acts
in order to be deeply wounded by them.
Children can simply be witnesses to acts
of violence perpetrated against others
and still suffer intensely from violence
trauma. This is especially true if witness-
ing acts of violence gives rise to fears
that the violent acts could easily be di-
rected toward themselves at some indefi-
nite time in the future.

It is precisely the vagueness, the un-
certainty and the pervasiveness of the
fear of future violence that gives it such
intense power to disrupt students� capac-
ity for disciplined concentration on
school work. Students feel overwhelmed
by the actual danger that awful things
beyond their power to control could hap-
pen at any time. They are also likely to

be overwhelmed by the uncon-
trollability of the fear that can intrude
upon their thoughts at any time.

The fear associated with violence
trauma is only one of the powerful emo-
tions that can disorganize children�s
inner mental lives. For example, deeply
disturbing fantasies of revenge are likely
to fester in the minds of children who
have been victimized or who have wit-
nessed violent assaults upon parents, sib-
lings or friends.

Effects of violence
Part of the problem of violence trauma is
that its most serious effects are often
subtle, undramatic and hard to differenti-
ate from other stress reactions.

It is probable that widespread effects of
violence trauma occur in large numbers
of students who do not act out violently
themselves and who may attract little at-
tention to themselves. These students�
way of showing the effects of violence in
their lives includes exhibiting such traits
as shyness, withdrawal, passivity and
deeply inhibited verbalization; alienated
suspiciousness, resistiveness and angry
or lifeless antagonism toward adults who
might, but do not, protect them; with-
holding of energy from academics and
other activities where effort might lead to
failure; extreme distractibility by unpro-
ductive diversion and entertainment; and
bizarre misperceptions concerning ordi-
nary people�s ordinary behavior in ordi-
nary interpersonal settings. Any combi-
nation of several of these traits are
incompatible with producing  effective
work in school.

Violating basic assumptions
The principal reason why violence dis-
rupts education is that it violates basic
assumptions of schools� and of students�
understanding of requirements for or-
dered living. Most school programs are
based on the underlying assumption that
effort now will have worthwhile payoffs
later. The fundamental assumption of
most children is that the family and
household setting will somehow protect
them from the hardships of the world

while they prepare themselves for adult-
hood and learn to cope with these hard-
ships on their own.

As we have seen, the most devastating
psychological effect of violence in stu-
dents� lives is that it shrinks and distorts
their ability to participate in the implied
promise of future benefits for school
work done today. When violence de-
stroys their ability to imagine a decent
future, it destroys their motivation and
their ability to get ready for it.

When adults in the home who commit
the violence are the very people upon
whom children depend to protect them,
the children are doubly disabled. Vio-
lence on the street can be blamed on bad
things and bad people �out there.�
Loyal, attentive adults can help needful
children prepare practical and psycho-
logical defenses in the refuge of the
home, however difficult that may be to
accomplish. But violence in the family
can be blamed only on bad things and
bad people �in here,� with little hope the
child will find help inside the home. In
the face of that catastrophe, negligence
or failure in school is only one of a host
of devastating problems.

Steps for action
What practical steps can educators take
in the schools to cope with the rise of
violence in contemporary society?

Declare personal safety. School sys-
tems must commit themselves to a policy
that their schools are places that will be
safe for anyone who has legitimate busi-
ness in the buildings and on the play-
grounds and athletic fields. It should be a
matter of stated board-level policy that
people in the schools are assured of per-
sonal safety from physical harm and psy-
chological assault from any source and
in any form.

Debating the implications of such a
policy will expose a swarm of complica-
tions � involving such housekeeping
matters as legal liabilities, insurance
risks, security goals and security costs.

When school boards fail to make and
live up to a safe schools policy, it is an
invitation for students to feel � perhaps

FRIEDLANDER
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realistically � that they have to rely on
themselves and their gangs to be safe in
school. Where that fear approaches real-
ity, it is virtually impossible to prevent
the daily pressure that turns high schools
and even junior high schools into armed
camps. Areas around the tinderbox
schools become bazaars for trading
weapons.

It is hard to think of a worse fate to be-
fall a school. Justified anxiety over per-
sonal safety in school is a virtual guaran-
tee that learning stops. Violence becomes
a chronic, low-grade infection ready to
burst out in epidemic proportions at al-
most any provocation.

Listen to students. Even the youngest
students indicate that often school tasks
have virtually no connection to the seri-
ous life issues with which they have to
deal. Violence is one of these serious life
issues. Among high school students, the
threats and the realities of cruelty and
violence are serious personal crises that
affect them every day.

Some enlightened school leaders have
done outstanding work in helping stu-
dents cope with a very serious set of vio-
lence-related problems that are conspicu-
ous to all.  One of the principal mechan-
isms for solid progress has been to en-
courage students to participate actively
in the processes of mediation and prob-
lem solving.

Success at this important work shows
that student participation in serious mat-
ters of educational planning can be an
enormous, virtually untapped reservoir
for progress in the schools on many
fronts. Violence and personal safety are
of direct and paramount concern to a
great many students on a daily basis.

 Concerted energy should be focused
on arranging the means to listen directly
to what thoughtful students have to say
and to actively involve them in formulat-
ing plans to reduce this scourge. The
only astonishing thing about bringing
students into the planning process for
their schools at the highest level is that it
is not being widely done already.

Face the music. If we hide from the
truth about hostility, aggression and vio-

lence, we will never devise effective ways
to regain the positive behaviors of recon-
ciliation, accommodation and coopera-
tion. We cannot afford to pretend that
the negative behaviors don�t really hap-
pen, nor can we use administrative tricks
to make them seem to go away or appear
less intense than they really are.

Perhaps the deepest lesson of the re-
cent Los Angeles riots is that untended
grievances and unrighted wrongs eventu-
ally explode, creating secondary waves of
senseless destruction. This form of mod-
ern madness can break out anywhere, ut-
terly outside the context of untended so-
cial grievance.

Because of the deeply troubling nature
of violence, our first reaction when vio-
lence occurs is often to assign blame to
the perpetrators, without looking below
the surface to underlying causes. Our
second reaction is to assign blame to
those who bring us the message that the
violence has occurred, reasoning that the
messengers allowed it to happen.

No one with any degree of administra-
tive authority or responsibility wants to
be a target for this second kind of blame.
Thus, where violence is involved, there
is a strong tendency for administrative
organizations to develop deep defenses to
blur sharp outlines of facts. This blurring
may seem to work � until the facts be-
come so conspicuous they can no longer
be disguised. This is a pattern that is
particularly likely to occur in schools.

To avoid this unhelpful pattern, school
boards must let it be known that report-
ing violence will not be punished and not
reporting is considered unacceptable.
This policy will have the practical effect
of making certain that important infor-
mation about violence in students� lives
will be reported all the way to the top of
the chain of responsibility.

Get the facts. Within a school system,
reliable data on violence in students�
lives are the essential benchmarks for as-
sessing measures to reduce it. Standard
methods throughout a school system
should be developed to collect and main-
tain records of violence involving stu-
dents and teachers. In order to be really

useful, these records should report mani-
festations of violence trauma described
earlier. This collection of facts should
also report violence in the lives of stu-
dents in any settings, not simply inci-
dents inside the schools and on school
grounds.

Any school system should pay serious
attention to problems likely to be faced
in the future. Information sources estab-
lished now will help determine whether
frequency and intensity of violence is ris-
ing, falling or remaining the same from
year to year.

There is a close relationship between
academic performance among students
in a school or community and levels of
violence in students� lives in that school
or community. Schools that focus obses-
sively on measures of student academic
performance without taking violence into
account are not looking at the whole pic-
ture. These relationships can only be un-
derstood over extended periods of time.
Establishing an ongoing violence data-
base is the only way to make it possible
to interpret the numbers on academic
performance correlated to violence from
year to year.

Lifeline of hope
Schools may not have the power to cure
violence trauma in students who suffer
its ill effects. But stable routines, clear
boundaries of acceptable behavior, and
justified trust in adult presence and au-
thority can help students who are af-
flicted by fears of violence keep their
anxiety and panic under control and can
help students look upon school as safe
and positive. Students can learn that
making progress in school is their life-
line of hope for escaping from oppressive
life settings.

What follows is an expanded list of
some of the most important practical
measures schools can take. Students can
be helped. They can be taught coping
skills to help them deal with the painful
effects of living while they learn how to
become productive adults during this ex-
tremely violent period in our society.

Personal attachment and trust. At the
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most basic level, educators who know
their students individually and whose
students are aware that they are known
individually tend to have more peaceful,
safer, and more productive schools.
Nothing builds attachment and trust be-
tween students and their schools better
than continually repeated positive per-
sonal encounters with the schools� top
leaders. Conversely, nothing builds
alienation, suspicion, hostility and readi-
ness for conflict more than students�
feelings that they are isolated from each
other and regarded by school leaders as
unknown numbers in an impersonal sys-
tem. This is especially important in the
higher grades, where the impersonality
of modular schedules replaces the per-
sonal intimacy of self-contained class-
rooms.

We must remember that poverty itself
does not generate violent behavior. The
vast majority of poor people who live in
the grimmest circumstances of depriva-
tion struggle with all their might to
avoid violent situations and violent be-
havior. It is the combination of poverty
plus alienation, the hopeless feeling of
dispair in an uncaring nation, that is the
seedbed of hostility, conflict and vio-
lence.

Discipline, high expectations, stability
and love. Children and adolescents who
have been exposed to a great deal of vio-
lence have an urgent need for clear rules,
high expectations, stable routines with
familiar people in familiar settings, and
a loving firmness that combines definite
boundaries with unambiguous assurance
of personal attachment. One of the most
serious and common errors in dealing
with students is to regard discipline pri-
marily in terms of punishment. Disci-
pline really consists of upholding expec-
tations for a code of decent conduct that
does not get lost in petty struggles over
authority.

It is essential that students receive as-
surance of their personal safety while in
school, as part of the bargain for their
compliance with necessary rules of good
behavior. At the same time, the school�s
rules and expectations should never un-

dermine students� necessity to learn to
protect and defend themselves in violent
settings outside the school.

Effective school security procedures.
Hardly a week goes by without some
startling new example of an explosive
outbreak of violent behavior in a setting
where such behavior would not have
seemed plausible ten years ago. For this
reason alone, every school system should
have emergency procedures clearly estab-
lished in advance and regularly re-
hearsed for instantaneous response. This
is one way that schools can keep their
part of the bargain that students will be
safe in school.

Continuous, ongoing links with police,
public safety agencies and the criminal
justice system provide a means by which
administrators can identify and isolate
situations and individuals with the po-
tential for causing violence. The worst
time to have to improvise plans for deal-
ing with major emergencies regarding
violent behavior in or near schools is af-
ter an emergency has erupted and a crisis
is in progress.

Mediation. Weaver High School in
Hartford, with the assistance of trained
mediators at the Hartford Area Media-
tion Program, with funding from Aetna
Life and Casualty of Hartford, has estab-
lished what may be the pioneer high
school mediation program in New En-
gland. A group of trained student media-
tors work to settle disputes among stu-
dents. These are disputes that might
otherwise erupt into serious incidents of
violence in school and in the community
after school.

What makes this program so outstand-
ing is the way it has become part of the
positive culture and climate of what was
formerly a very tough school. Ordinary
students have learned to look upon me-
diation as a safety valve for avoiding
trouble, including students who might be
thought of as more likely to be perpetra-
tors rather than victims of violence.

The mediation program is certainly
one of the outstanding reasons why the
atmosphere of the school is so relaxed
and friendly, even though Weaver stu-

dents are vulnerable to the same flash
points of adolescent anger and antago-
nism as teenagers anywhere in modern
America.

It has become part of the way things
are done at Weaver that students on the
brink of a confrontation say, �Hey man,
let�s take this to mediation � let�s settle
this thing,� instead of, �Wait �til I get
you outside.� The students have discov-
ered that they have the option to mediate
disputes, and they have built that option
into the repertoire of their spontaneous
behavior.

Weaver students have discovered that
they have an investment in an ordered
society that gives them a mechanism for
avoiding confrontation, hostility and
violence.

Our Challenge
Educators and students live in very
troubled times. Perhaps the root of the
trouble for American education is a
flight from schooling � at a time in his-
tory when school success is more impor-
tant than it has ever been.

Almost every day brings new evidence
that success in school is indispensable
for leading decent lives � for individu-
als and for entire communities. Yet every
day also brings new dilemmas that un-
dermine the efforts to cultivate indi-
vidual and collective achievement so ur-
gently needed in schools. These are the
dilemmas of increasing economic adver-
sity, infectious social disorganization
and heightened risks of violence.

There is little educators can directly do
to correct the economic and social prob-
lems. But we can confront the violence:
We can understand it; we can counteract
it with the strength of informed policies
and practices; and we can give our stu-
dents justified confidence that they are
personally safe from harm when they are
in our care.
Inquiries concerning copies of the full
text of this series should be directed to:

Professor Bernard K. Friedlander
Department of Psychology
University of Hartford
West Hartford, CT  06117.

FRIEDLANDER
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SOUTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER FOR DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES

Increased law enforcement activity, swifter prosecution with
greater penalties and community mobilization are keys to pro-

viding safe havens for children in Drug-Free School Zones.

The drugs stop here!

There are few issues of such singular
importance to our nation�s communities
as that of protecting our youth from
drugs and those who peddle them. The
Drug-Free School Zones Initiative is a
prevention strategy designed to help
communities organize to reduce the use
of alcohol and other drugs in their neigh-
borhoods. A well-organized Drug-Free
School Zone effort can unite community
leaders in partnerships with the criminal
justice system and education and preven-
tion efforts.  Together they can  protect
young people and enhance school envi-
ronments by constricting the supply and
reducing the demand for alcohol and
other drugs.

Criminal justice, education and sub-
stance abuse experts unanimously agree
that the only long-term solution to the
current drug epidemic lies in reducing
drug demand.  Of the numerous drug
demand-reduction strategies developed
in recent years, the Drug-Free School
Zone Initiative is viewed as one of the
most promising systemic improvements
for the prevention of juvenile drug abuse
and for the reduction of drug-trafficking
and violent crime in areas where young
people congregate.

Providing a refuge
Drug-Free School Zones (DFSZs) are
designed to create drug-free �safe ha-
vens�  for youth by reducing the supply
and demand for illegal drugs through a

unified strategy of education, prevention,
enforcement and related drug control
efforts within geographic zones.

Drug-Free School Zones are geo-
graphic areas that are determined by
measuring 1000 feet in all directions
from the edge of school property. Within
such zones, law enforcement activity is
increased and there is swifter prosecution
with greater penalties for all drug-related
offenses. However, increased law en-
forcement patrols and criminal justice
sanctions are only a few aspects of the
Drug-Free School Zone Initiative. A
Drug-Free School Zone program, when
implemented, should unite education,
community and law enforcement leaders
in a partnership with the mission to
create safe, drug-free environments for
youth.

Technically, all public and private
elementary and secondary schools are
protected by federal Drug-Free School
Zone laws expressed in the Crime Con-
trol Act (Pub. L. No. 473) and the Con-
trolled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 845a
{Supp. 1989}). Additionally, many states
have adopted specific provisions to en-
force Drug-Free School Zones in their
state statutes.

Yet few states have advanced their
DFSZ initiatives beyond legislative
chamber debates, executive speeches and
posting signs. While Drug-Free School
Zones are inherently diverse and dissimi-
lar in the same ways that communities

differ from each other, there are some
procedures that all communities can
implement in order to establish and to
strengthen their respective zones.

Many-faceted plan
Drug-Free School Zone ordinances are
created by:
� making a geographic �drug-free zone�
around schools within which increased
criminal and civil penalties are enforced
to deter distribution, manufacture, sales
and/or trafficking of illegal substances;
� protecting youth from criminals who
wish to engage them in selling and using
drugs or from other criminal enterprises
by increasing the penalties for adults
who utilize juveniles in criminal drug
enterprises;
� employing a wide spectrum of penal-
ties for the targeted illegal activities;
� mandating legal enforcement of Drug-
Free School Zones by increased policing
of the zones to disrupt open-air drug
sales and other drug-related activities;
� engaging the school and community in
environmental improvements and
supplementary drug control programs,
such as improving street lighting, post-
ing of Drug-Free School Zone signs,
eradicating graffiti, repairing vandalized
property, and enforcing or enacting nui-
sance abatement ordinances, in order to
dislocate and discourage criminal drug
activities within DFSZ;
� fostering more drug demand reduction
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activities in the school and commu-
nity � encouraging students, parents,
teachers and law enforcement to unite,
developing formal partnerships to estab-
lish Drug-Free School Zones and greater
collaboration between the criminal jus-
tice, education and community leaders in
addressing specific drug problems and
community needs.

Successful strategies
The strategies for Drug-Free School
Zone implementation can be used to
tailor plans specific to the unique situa-
tions facing local communities through-
out the nation. In some locations, many
of the strategies are effective. In other
places, only a few of them will apply.

One fact is well-documented: For any
plan to succeed, local task force members
must draw upon the cultural diversity of
the community it represents. When the
opportunity for including such diversity
is overlooked, the opportunity for wide-
ranging solutions can be severely lim-
ited.

Drug-Free School Zone Initiatives are
best established by community coalitions
of school, law enforcement and commu-
nity leaders. The following are some
preliminary steps that can help to estab-
lish Drug-Free School Zones in any
community.
� Approach local law enforcement lead-

ers and school officials to solicit their
support.

� Recommend that local leaders hold a
community meeting on Drug-Free
School Zones.

� Identify key players in the community
who can join a DFSZ coalition.

� Organize a task force meeting.
� Educate the task force.
� Set up the framework for the Drug-

Free School Zone program.

During the initial meetings with local
law enforcement leaders and school
authorities,  find out whether or not they
support Drug-Free School Zones, discuss
current efforts toward drug prevention,
enforcement and education within the
community and school, and discuss your

desire to implement a drug-free school
zone to protect children from harmful
drugs.  Ask them for their support as
well as their assistance in gaining sup-
port from other community leaders. Ask
them to identify key players who might
be willing to serve on a task force.

In planning the task force meeting,
choose a date four weeks in advance.
Ideally, the letter of invitation to key
persons within the community should be
endorsed by the school administrator
and/or police chief, using their letter-
head. The letter should state the purpose,
date, time and place of the meeting. It
should contain wording such as, �You
have been identified as a leader in the
community,� and, �We hope you will
join us as leaders in the community.�

The goals of the meeting are to con-
vince leaders that there is both a problem
and a solution to the problem; to moti-
vate leaders to take action together; to
identify existing task forces or other
prevention services already in the area;
to enlist support for DFSZs; and to form
an ongoing working core group.

Once the committee is formed, mem-
bers need to spend time educating them-
selves and the community about alcohol
and drug abuse, Drug-Free School Zones
and community task force mobilization.
Since training and education programs
are such important parts of alcohol and
other drug prevention programs, it is
best to choose two or three talented
people from the task force to undergo
specialized training in these areas. They
can then train other members of the
task force as well as members of the
community.

The next step is to develop a long-term
comprehensive plan, working to channel
each task force member into a construc-
tive project in the plan that uses his/her
abilities and interests. The plan helps
task force members to see the big picture
and to understand how each member
contributes. It helps members understand
that they are working toward a goal and
that there is a purpose behind the task
force meetings.

The plan needs to include information

about how the group is organized, its
goals, objectives and strategies, along
with time lines and work assignments.
The plan should also have a budget ex-
plaining revenue sources and proposed
expenditures.

The Four-S approach
Based on field observations of DFSZ
implementation, getting Drug-Free
School Zones to work requires planning,
mobilization and coordination of com-
munity resources. Wherever Drug-Free
School Zones have been created, commu-
nity leaders have been the key in setting
the tempo for DFSZ implementation and
operations. Four steps to the success of
Drug-Free School Zones are saturation,
suppression, switching and substitution.
Through this implementation process,
called the �Four-S Approach to Success,�
leaders in criminal justice, education and
drug prevention have begun to realize
success in DFSZs.

During the saturation phase, support
for DFSZs is rallied to implement the
program, posting signs, educating stu-
dents about the zones, raising public
awareness of the zones in the commu-
nity, and forming partnerships to com-
prehensively police, educate and  prevent
drug abuse and drug sales within the
zone. In all ways, focus attention on
raising real barriers to the entry of drugs
and criminal activities in the zones, thus
making schools drug-free �safe havens�
for children.

During this first phase, alert the com-
munity to the fact of the zone�s creation
and to the penalties associated with vio-
lating its rules. This initial phase should
alert drug dealers and users that new
rules apply:   No Drugs Allowed!  Liter-
ally, �The drugs stop here!�

During the suppression phase, visible
barriers are raised higher to protect the
zones. The goal is to increase the level of
drug-prevention activities, continuing
the Drug-Free School Zones efforts long
after the opening kickoff. Emphasis
should be on drug prevention and com-
munity collaboration, helping high-risk
youth, targeting specific drug and crime
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problems, eliminating crack houses and
open-air drug markets inside the zone,
making drug arrests and publicizing
successes. In all ways, make it uncom-
fortable and risky for drug users and
dealers to operate in the Drug-Free
School Zones.

Step three is switching, encouraging
illegal drug activity and drugs to leave
your Drug-Free School Zones. During
this phase, continue to make it too un-
comfortable, undesirable and risky for
drug offenders to remain in the zone.

Increase the frequency of building,
fire, health and safety code inspections of
known or suspected crack houses and
drug �dens� or markets within the Drug-
Free School Zone. Clean up or tear down
properties that are dilapidated or harbor
crime and drugs. In all ways, encourage
drug dealers and sellers to �drop shop
and get out of town,� thus eliminating or
decreasing the available drug selling
points and subsequently reducing drug
availability in the Drug-Free School
Zone.

The goal in this phase is to encourage
switching and dislocation of criminal
behavior by applying more pressure on
drug dealing and crime within the zone.
Rapid flight of criminals and crime out
of the zone is fostered.

During the last phase, substitution,
youth are encouraged to choose other
activities to replace harmful drugs and

alcohol use. Seek to create an environ-
ment in the Drug-Free School Zones that
makes alternatives available to youth �
safe ones that still meet their basic needs.
It follows that students abuse substances
that are available; if they can�t get them,
they can�t abuse them.

The goal in this phase is to encourage
substitution and the cessation of drug-
using behavior, decreasing or eliminat-
ing the availability of illegal substances
and increasing the availability of positive
alternatives for deviant behavior.  This is
accomplished through emphasizing drug
prevention activities and targeted, visible
enforcement.

Determining the success of Drug-Free
School Zones is not easy. No one statistic
can be the sole determining measure of
success.  Thus, it is necessary to compare
data from a variety of sources including
reports and perceptions of students, po-
lice, parents and representatives of the
juvenile justice system, including family
court judges.

Further, several types of information
can be integrated into �stylized facts�
that are useful for examination. For
example, confidential informant data can
be combined with other police reporting
to provide a broader analysis of what is
actually occurring in the Drug-Free
School Zone.

Information from each phase of the
juvenile justice system � prevention,

DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS

Southwest Regional Center for Drug-Free Schools and Communities
The Southwest Regional Center for Drug-Free Schools
and Communities (SWRC) serves as a catalyst for
planned social change by increasing the capacity of
individuals, families, schools and communities to create
environments supportive of healthy life choices regard-
ing alcohol and other drugs and related high-risk
behaviors.

 Established in October of 1987 through a cooperative
agreement with the U.S. Department of Education,
SWRC is one of five regional centers in the United
States.

Every state and community is unique, and the prob-
lems each faces are very complex.  No single approach

to prevention is appropriate, nor will it work in all
situations at all times. SWRC believes that, armed with
current prevention knowledge and skills, local people are
in the best position to solve local problems related to the
use of alcohol, drugs and other high-risk behaviors.

SWRC addresses the region�s prevention needs on a
community-by-community basis, making use of creative
and flexible approaches. SWRC advocates prevention
strategies that are both holistic and program-specific,
that involve multiple agencies and entities at state and
local levels, and that maximize the use of available
resources.

The Southwest Regional Center for Drug-Free Schools

intervention, adjudication and re-integra-
tion � can be gathered and analyzed,
providing a useful resource to fine-tune
the DFSZ and to help other communities
implement similar successes in their
zones.

Drug-Free School Zones work if they
are implemented and enforced vigor-
ously. Like prescribed medicines, Drug-
Free School Zones work when they are
used as directed. If state and local lead-
ers will implement and enforce DFSZs,
they can begin the Four-S approach to
success. Then communities will see
lasting change reflected in reduced levels
of drug trafficking and substance abuse.

The ultimate goal of the Drug-Free
School Zone Task Force is to create a
community where all citizens can live
and grow and lead positive, productive
lives. It is a community where each per-
son helps a neighbor and together they
build a future for their children.

Excerpted with permission from the
Southwest Regional Center for Drug-
Free Schools and Communities.  Ex-
cerpts are taken from the Drug-Free
School Zones Implementation Manual.
Copies are available by contacting
Southwest Regional Center for Drug-
Free Schools and Communities, Univer-
sity of Oklahoma, 555 Constitution Ave.,
Suite 138, Norman, Oklahoma  73037.
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MARSHA SPECK

A proactive safe school plan that defines the mission of the
school through a collaborative process helps improve the

school climate and curb campus crime and violence.

‘You’ve got to have heart!’

Marsha Speck, Ed.D., is an associate
professor at San Jose State University
and is the former principal of Tokay
High School in Lodi, California.

From the urban inner city to the small
rural towns of the Midwest, school vio-
lence is escalating at a rapid pace. Why
is school violence on the rise? What can
be done to make schools free from vio-
lence? Why are so many schools ill-
prepared, dealing with violence only
when a crisis occurs?

 Schools throughout the United States
cannot afford to procrastinate. School
communities must develop comprehen-
sive plans to confront the ever expanding
rise of violence in today�s society. Tokay
High School in Lodi, California, recently
met this challenge by creating a proac-
tive school safety plan, which took three
years to accomplish. This plan became
the key to dealing with school violence
and preventing disorder.

This article describes the primary ele-
ments of the safety plan developed at
Tokay High. Using a similar process,
members of any school community can
work together to create their own unique
vision for a safe school.

School mission: the heart
The school must have a heart. The heart
refers to the passion for and commitment
to the school mission. All stakeholders in
the school � teachers, students, staff,

administrators, parents and members of
the community � need to be involved in
developing the school mission statement.
Everyone must know, believe and under-
stand its vision.

Creating a living school mission state-
ment, with clear expectations for what
the school can be, sends a positive mes-
sage to all who walk through the door.
Stakeholders will know, respect and de-
velop a passion to see the school fulfill
its mission. This sense of ownership of
what the school represents gives a true
heartbeat to the school.

 Through initiating a process to de-
velop a proactive school mission, rather
than maintaining the status quo, Tokay
High stopped inviting trouble and re-
fused to allow unsafe conditions to exist.

Creating this heart was not easy. As in
most schools, Tokay High was caught in
the daily routine and had forgotten the
purpose of the school. The principal rec-
ognized the initial need and set the di-
rection for the development of a new
mission statement for the school. The
work of writing the statement was then
turned over to the entire school commu-
nity.

Through the work of several commit-
tees followed by reviews by the various
stakeholder groups, the mission state-
ment was drafted. During this process,
recommitment was born.

The mission is now communicated
through classroom posters, daily bulle-

tins, school budget priorities, school
newsletters, student and faculty hand-
books, student newspapers and the an-
nual school report.

Continually communicating the school
mission has made it become a living
document that directs all school activi-
ties. Remember, when the school mission
statement guides the school, the school
has developed a true heart.

A proactive commitment to the mis-
sion of the school expels the reactiveness
that Peter Senge warns about in his re-
cent best seller, The Fifth Discipline:

All too often, �proactiveness� is
reactiveness in disguise. If we simply
become more aggressive fighting the
�enemy out there,� we are reacting �
regardless of what we call it. True
proactiveness comes from seeing how
we contribute to our own problems. It
is a product of our way of thinking, not
our emotional state.1

Safe schools, free from violence, can-
not exist when clear expectations are not
established or communicated through the
mission statement of the school. Because
a sense of what the school truly repre-
sents is not felt by all of its stakeholders,
most schools fail in this regard.

High schools are often made up of
separate departments or classrooms, hav-
ing little or no interaction with other
parts or the whole of the school. Each
teacher, staff member and student works
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in isolation and has no sense of the heart
of the school.

One teacher explained it this way:
�Each of us pretends not to know what
we all know. The school is not linked to
a clear purpose. We continue to do what
we have always done because it works
for some students and for us, even if the
rate of school violence goes up and more
students drop out of school!�

Become proactive! Examine your be-
liefs and expectations for the students,
staff and the school as a whole, before
you react to school violence! Give your
school a true heartbeat!

Training and commitment: the hand
Along with the heart of the school, there
must be a very visible aspect � the
hand. All staff members must learn to
carry out the school mission and its ex-
pectations. The administrators, teachers
and staff need to maintain high visibility
on campus, following through on what
they say and see on campus.

 Students at Tokay High began to
know and appreciate the new, caring at-
mosphere and clear expectations set for
them at school. Behavioral expectations
and consequences became everyone�s
job, not just that of the campus supervi-
sors or administrators of discipline.

Through this process, feelings of ano-
nymity or that no one cared were de-
stroyed. It became more difficult for stu-
dents to carry out acts of violence, since
every one of the staff and students had a
clear understanding about what to expect
from each other.

A recent study by the Stanford Center
for Research on Context of Secondary
School Teaching listed the following
measures of school climate frequently
mentioned by students:
� visibility/accessibility of the principal;
� the collective message and level of

support students receive from teachers
and staff members generally;

� the perceived degree of safety;
� types of interactions between student

groups;
� student behavior generally;
� the availability of extracurricular

activities;
� mechanisms for student input into

decisions;
� the general conditions of school facili-

ties; and
� the latitude for students whose second

language is English to speak their na-
tive language in informal settings (and
their access to at least one adult with
whom they can communicate).2

Students are particularly aware of
variations in school climate and can de-
scribe them most vividly. The hand of a
trained and committed school staff
makes a difference in communicating
and following through on what the heart
of the school dictates.

 The hand has always been on the
school campus. An administrator of dis-
cipline often works in isolation, some-
times with little or no impact. If every
staff member at school is �doing their
own thing,� then the school is ripe for
crime and violence and the students
know it! The challenge is to train and in-
volve all stakeholders to understand and
carry out the school mission together.

Reality check: the head
Occurring simultaneously with the devel-
opment of the heart and hand is the use
of the head. The head refers to that part
of the school which determines how well
the school mission is working with re-
gard to school violence.

Each year there must be a renewal and
recommitment to the school mission.
This may include making changes and
modifications. A theme and purpose for
the year should be planned, articulated
and celebrated throughout the year.

At Tokay High School, faculty/staff
meetings and in-service training sessions
continually focused on significant con-
cerns: campus crime and violence,
gangs, the needs of minority students
and their diverse cultures, alternative
learning styles, and strategies to meet all
varieties of student learning needs. Noti-
fications to teachers and staff regarding
student problems provided early warn-
ings regarding students and student

needs. No longer could staff hide behind
ignorance. A special emphasis was
placed on generating a commitment for
all kids.

According to the authors of the
Stanford study, �Students are extremely
sensitive to nuances in the environment,
and they learn to adjust accordingly. ...
There is little question that students pre-
fer a school community where differ-
ences are valued rather than feared.� 3

When students discuss their perspec-
tives on school and learning, rather than
being at odds with those of the teachers
and administrators, they are remarkably
similar. Students, like teachers and ad-
ministrators, want to be in a safe and
tension-free environment.

Collaborative efforts of the teachers,
staff, administrators, parents and the
community helped to create the proactive
school safety plan at Tokay High School.
Components of the plan included: dis-
cussions with students, conflict manage-
ment and peer helper programs, a Crime
Stoppers program working in coopera-
tion with the local police department, a
crisis intervention plan, a lockdown plan
and drill, a modified closed campus plan,
student-planned activities for the lunch
break and many others that grew out of
expressed needs.

Proactive planning is a continual pro-
cess that addresses new needs and
emerging ideas. As a school develops a
proactive school safety plan, it can be vi-
tally engaged in restructuring by includ-
ing the stakeholders in governance, deci-
sion making and curriculum/instruction
review and revision. Adding more secu-
rity, metal detectors and locker searches
cannot, by themselves, address the cause
or continuation of school violence, but
the efforts of a collaborative school com-
munity certainly can!

Endnotes
1. Senge, Peter. The Fifth Discipline: The art and

practice of the learning organization. New York:
Doubleday, 1991, p. 21.

2. Phelan, Patricia, Anne Locke Davidson, and Hanh
Thanh Cao. �Speaking Up: Students� Perspectives
on School,� Phi Delta Kappan, Vol. 73 No. 9,
May 1992, pp. 695-704.

3. Ibid.
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NSSC Documentaries

   Name

   Title

   Affiliation

   Address

   City State Zip

Mail to: NSSC, 4165 Thousand Oaks Blvd., Ste. 290, Westlake Village, CA 91362

NSSC Documentaries Order Form

�Feeling good about yourself can�t be bought
on a street corner. It must be built from within.
But there are dangers you should know
about. Those pressures we call �risk fac-
tors....��

This powerful message to America�s
troubled children is presented in �High-Risk
Youth/At The Crossroads,� a 22-minute,
award-winning documentary on youth drug
abuse prevention hosted by actor LeVar
Burton.

By combining real-life profiles and commentary from nationally renowned
authorities, the documentary provides a compelling case to look beyond current
drug abuse intervention strategies exemplified by the �Just Say No� campaign.
Researchers have identified individual, family, peer, community and school-
related problems that make kids more prone to use illegal drugs. The focus on
positive response suggests that the most promising approach to �high-risk
youth� and drug abuse is one of prevention, not simply intervention. This
important theme is reinforced throughout the fast-paced program.

�Imagine a gunman invading your
school. Or terrorists planting a bomb.
Or a classroom of students held hos-
tage. These situations may seem un-
real � even impossible.... Every
school � urban, rural or suburban �
is vulnerable. When will a crisis strike
your school? And will you be ready?�
     These words, spoken by acclaimed
actor Edward James Olmos, combine
with news footage of actual school cri-
sis events to provide an eye-opening
introduction to �School Crisis: Under

Control,� a 25-minute, award-winning documentary on school crisis preven-
tion, preparation, management and resolution. This informative videotape is
designed to help schools and communities prepare for the unexpected by
designing crisis prevention and response plans. These plans will improve
the community�s ability to overcome such disasters and also will help
schools avoid potential liability.

�High-Risk Youth/At the Crossroads�       �What's Wrong With This Picture?�
($50 VHS)  _____ copies            ($40 VHS)  _____   copies

          ($150 16mm)  _____  copies

�Set Straight on Bullies�            �School Crisis: Under Control�
($50 VHS)  _____  copies           ($65 VHS)      _____  copies

Principals play pivotal roles in
keeping their schools safe and
effective places of learning.
But, without the support of
parents, teachers, law enforc-
ers and other legal, govern-
ment and community re-
sources, they cannot fulfill their
responsibility.

A recipient of eight national
and international awards of
excellence, �What�s Wrong
With This Picture?� is designed
to encourage dialogue between
school principals and their
community resources.  It
presents the critical issue of
school safety in a frank and

straightforward way, dramatizing factual incidents of school-related crime
and violence, drug abuse and suicide.

Whoever thought bullies were all
talk and no action needs to view
the film  �Set Straight on Bullies,�
produced to help school adminis-
trators educate faculty, parents
and students about the severity
of the schoolyard bullying prob-
lem. The message is clear: bully-
ing hurts everyone.
     The 18-minute, Emmy-winning educational film tells the story of a bullying
victim and how the problem adversely affects his life as well as the lives of the
bully, other students, parents and educators.
     �I�m always scared. I�m scared to come to school ... I don�t want to be afraid
anymore,� the bullying victim says. NSSC based the film on research indicating
that one in seven students is either a bully or a victim of bullying.

Charges cover postage and handling and are subject to change without
prior notification.  Check must accompany order.

School Crisis: Under Con-
trol
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NATIONAL UPDATE

Education goal six
progress charted

The National Education Goals Panel has
issued its second report, Building a Na-
tion of Learners 1992. In it the panel ex-
plains its current status, its progress to-
ward the goals and the challenges facing
the complete implementation of the six
national goals.

 Successful competition in the interna-
tional economy can only take place when
citizens are educated according to high,
world-class standards. Based on these
standards, the panel asked: Are there
substantial differences in children�s
learning environments � both in and
out of school � in nations whose educa-
tional performance exceeds our own?

Two differences emerged. First, stu-
dents from other nations who outperform
U.S. students take and succeed in more
challenging courses. Second, parents of
students from nations with better perfor-
mance levels demonstrate higher educa-
tional expectations for their children.

The panel also found that goal six �
every school in America will be free of
drugs and violence and will offer a disci-
plined environment conducive to learn-
ing � calls for improvements within the
American educational system.

According to the report, 1992 indica-
tors show a decrease in student-reported
drug usage for 12th-graders and an over-
all increase in 12th-grader victimization
at school.

In 1991, alcohol use within a previous
30 day period among 12th-graders  de-
clined from 57 percent to 54 percent.
Similarly, cocaine use declined from 2
percent to 1 percent. Marijuana use re-
mained at 14 percent.

At-school victimization occurs on

school grounds, inside the school build-
ing or on the school bus. In 1991, 16
percent of 12th-graders  were threatened
with a weapon at school, up from 13 per-
cent for 1990. Threats without a weapon
yielded a 26 percent rate for 1991, up
slightly from 25 percent in 1990.

Additional 1991 victimization rates for
12th-graders  include injuries received at
school. Seven percent were injured with
a weapon, up from 6 percent in 1990.

Theft of 12th-graders � personal prop-
erty at school remained constant at a 42
percent victimization rate. Vandalism of
12th-graders� property declined to 28
percent, down from 29 percent in 1990.

For 1991, 12th-graders reported the
following rates of at-school substance
use: alcohol, 7 percent; marijuana, 5 per-
cent; and cocaine, 1 percent.

Four percent of eighth-graders and 7
percent of 10th-graders reported using
alcohol at school during the day in 1991.
The at-school rates of usage for mari-
juana or any other drug were 2 percent
for eighth-graders and 5 percent for
10th-graders.

Student use of alcohol and other drugs
increases at school events. In 1991, 11
percent of eighth-graders and 19 percent
of 10th-graders  reported using alcohol
at a school dance, game or other event.
Four percent of eighth-graders reported
using marijuana or another drug at a
school event; 6 percent of 10th-graders
did so.

In 1991, even larger percentages of
eighth and 10th-graders were victims of
violence, theft and vandalism at school.
Nineteen percent of eighth-graders were
threatened with a weapon and 31 percent

threatened without a weapon; 9 percent
were injured with a weapon; 42 percent
suffered property theft and 34 percent
were victims of property vandalism.

The 10th-grade at-school victimization
statistics were as follows: 17 percent
were threatened with a weapon; 30 per-
cent were threatened without a weapon;
8 percent were injured with a weapon; 44
percent were victimized by theft of prop-
erty; and 28 percent had personal prop-
erty vandalized at school.

Still to be determined by the panel is a
definition of �disciplined environments
conducive to learning,� as well as indica-
tors that would measure the presence or
absence of such environments.

Additionally, the panel plans the col-
lection of comprehensive state-level in-
formation: drug use in school, student
victimization at school, the incidence of
school crime, weapons carrying at
school, teachers� perceptions of student
misbehavior and the incidence of class
cutting and truancy. It is the opinion of
the goals panel that the costs of gather-
ing data are justified, given the impor-
tance of the implications of such data to
the nation as a whole.

The panel notes that the federal gov-
ernment plays a vital role in educational
reform. The government stimulates ac-
tion through funding, financial incen-
tives and demonstration projects. It
makes information available through re-
search and development. The Job Corps,
training institutes, equipment funding
and technical assistance are services of-
fered to a variety of people and organiza-
tions. Regulation is provided through
both legal requirements and enforce-
ment, and financial aid to students pro-
motes equal educational opportunities.

Schools alone cannot accomplish goal
six. Healthy, positive attitudes toward
school are also the responsibility of the
family and the community, working in
conjunction with school staff and admin-
istration to provide optimum conditions
for the learning experience.

Prepared by Sue Ann Meador, associate
editor of School Safety.
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

Legislators target
gangs in 1992

Prepared by Bernard James, special
counsel for NSSC.

In 1992, more than 60 pieces of legisla-
tion dealing with schools and gangs were
proposed. Although many of the mea-
sures were still pending at year�s end,
the body of proposals represents a testa-
ment to the growing deep concern gener-
ated by juvenile gangs activity.

State and federal legislators attempted
to address almost every facet of this
problem. Legislators from the state of
Washington are considering the creation
of a gang-risk intervention pilot program
to be funded in each school district in the
state.1 The plan would include cultural
awareness training for those needing to
be more informed about the cross-cul-
tural nature of the gang problem.

The state of Oklahoma is considering
the creation of a gang violence suppres-
sion program that would require schools
to implement a gang violence prevention
curriculum.2

Louisiana may become one of the first
states to make the presence of gang vio-
lence and weapons within a �violence-
free� school zone a felony, punishable
with stiff fines and maximum jail time.3

The Iowa legislature is considering
one of the most comprehensive school
violence laws in the country. The law
would:
� require schools to develop model cur-

ricula concerning gangs and drugs;
� establish parental liability for the

crimes which their children commit;
� create �weapon-free� school zones;
� provide notification to school officials

concerning juveniles who commit
crimes involving drug and alcohol of-
fenses; and

� authorize school officials to check

lockers and desks without giving no-
tice to students before doing so.4

Illinois is considering a zero-tolerance
law that would require districts to sus-
pend or expel from school any student
who is a member of a gang.5 The state
would also prosecute as an adult any
gang member who sells drugs on school
campuses.6

California is considering several mea-
sures to address the gang problem. Per-
haps the most innovative is a plan to per-
mit each citizen of the state to earmark a
specified amount of any tax refund to
which they are entitled to a special
�California Gang Violence Prevention &
Education Fund.� These monies would
be used to fund school programs on gang
prevention.7

On a more conventional note, the Cali-
fornia legislators are considering adopt-
ing the �Gangs Are No Good� program
developed at Alisal High School in Sali-
nas as the model program for the state.8

At the federal level, Congress has sev-
eral measures pending on schools and
gangs. Among them is a bill that would
amend the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act of 1974 to em-
phasize gang prevention programs, in-
cluding public recreation programs,
social-skills and self-esteem training and
parental-skills training.9

The Crime Control Act of 1992, which
is also pending, includes provisions for
imposing stiffer sentences on adults who
use children to distribute drugs on school
campuses and who recruit juveniles for
illegal enterprises.10

The House of Representatives is con-

sidering the Family Investment Act of
1992, which provides for gang interven-
tion training at the preschool level.11

The House is also considering the
Gang-Free Schools and Communities
Act of 1992.12 The bill would fund pro-
grams designed to help schools deter stu-
dents who are at risk of becoming gang
members and to implement plans for
maintaining a safe learning environ-
ment. This bill is combined with the Safe
Classroom Act of 1992,13 to provide
greater assistance to local school districts
to prevent violent crime in public
schools. Crime prevention programs
would include teaching skills such as
conflict resolution and peer mediation.

Not all of these measures are expected
to pass. But amid growing evidence that
proactive steps are needed to protect the
school environment, some of the bills
will undoubtedly become laws. They will
provide blueprints for other communities
looking for solutions to their local gang
problems.

Endnotes
1. Senate Bill 6433. 52nd Washington Legislature,

Regular Session (1992).
2. House Bill 2014. 43 Oklahoma Legislature, Sec-

ond Regular Session (1992).
3. Senate Bill 349. Louisiana Legislature, Regular

Session (1992).
4. House Bill 2088. 71st General Assembly, Second

Regular Session (1992).
5. House Bill 3086. 87th General Assembly, Regu-

lar Session (1992).
6. House Bill 2961. 87th General Assembly, Regu-

lar Session (1992).
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Regular Session (1992).
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Regular Session (1992).
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10. Senate Bill 2305. 102nd Congress, Second Ses-
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LEGAL UPDATE

Courts challenge
the duty to protect

Prepared by Bernard James, special
counsel for NSSC.

Much has been written and discussed
about the rights of public school students
to be free from assaults and other harm
while attending school. As to federal
law, most expert opinion denies any spe-
cial right because education is not a fun-
damental right.1 On the state side, most
deny such a right based on the long-
standing public duty doctrine that recog-
nizes such a right only when state law
expressly creates a special relationship
from which a duty to protect can be
inferred.

In perhaps the most unusual resolution
of the issue, the courts of the state of
California have ruled that state law does
not create a special duty even though the
constitution of the state contains a re-
cently passed amendment creating a
�right to safe schools.�2 Against this
backdrop, no observer of legal events
could have anticipated that such a right
might be found in the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution. A conflict between
two federal circuit courts on the scope of
due process protection has fused the is-
sue for review by the Supreme Court.

The Third Circuit first addressed the
issue of a federal right to safe schools in
D.R. v. Middle Bucks Area Vocational
Technical School.3 In Middle Bucks, two
female students filed a federal liability
action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 alleging a
violation of their civil rights. The stu-
dents were sexually molested by male
students when they attempted to use a
unisex bathroom and a darkroom, both
of which were located within the class-
room where art was taught. The women
argued that the school officials had a

duty to protect them because of the
state�s compulsory school attendance and
truancy laws. This duty, they argued,
was breached when the school officials
knew or had reason to know of the
abuses taking place in the art classroom.
The court rejected this argument. Nine
months later, the judges of the Fifth Cir-
cuit addressed the same issue. In Doe v.
Taylor Independent School District,4 the
court ruled that a 14-year-old female stu-
dent had a constitutional right to protec-
tion from the repeated sexual assaults of
a teacher.

Conflicts on a point of law within the
circuits are typical of the kinds of cases
that the Supreme Court resolves. The
collision of Taylor and Middle Bucks
presents the matter clear of distorting
side issues: Do state compulsory atten-
dance laws create the type of special rela-
tionship that helps effect an enforceable
interest under the Due Process Clause? If
it does, then states may well find them-
selves playing the education game on a
drastically different playing field than
currently exists.

The Taylor court reasoned that �it is
the State�s affirmative act of restraining
the individual�s freedom to act on his
own behalf � through incarceration, in-
stitutionalization, or other similar re-
straint of personal liberty � which is the
�deprivation of liberty� triggering protec-
tions of the Due Process Clause, not its
failure to act to protect his liberty inter-
ests against harms inflicted by other
means.� The court found a student in a
public school to be in �functional cus-
tody� of school officials in which the
children have �little choice but to rely on

school officials for some measure of pro-
tection and security.� Otherwise, ruled
the court, the compulsory attendance
laws would be unenforceable.

The Middle Bucks court saw things
differently, ruling that students are not in
custody while in school. The type of cus-
tody that creates such a relationship is
like that found in penal or involuntary
commitment or foster situations. In these
relationships, opined the court, the child
is dependent on the state for his basic
needs. In a school relationship, parents
remain a student�s primary caretakers.
The court rejected the �functional cus-
tody� notion, reasoning instead that
�[e]xcept perhaps when very young, the
child is not physically restrained from
leaving school during school hours; and
at the end of the school day, the child is
invariably free to return home. Even
while at school, the child brings with
him the support of family and friends
and is rarely apart from teachers and
other pupils who may witness and protest
any instances of mistreatment.�

The resolution of the conflict will turn
upon the interpretation of the recent Su-
preme Court case on state custody. In
DeShaney v. Winnebago County Social
Services,5 the Court held that state agen-
cies do have a duty to protect individuals
when they have some relationship akin
to physical custody. If the Court extends
DeShaney protection to school-aged chil-
dren, liability law will have been rewrit-
ten. Given the reluctance of the Court to
drastically affect traditional state inter-
ests, such a ruling is unlikely. If it arises,
it will be a landmark decision, in effect
making safe attendance in public schools
a constitutional right.

Endnotes
1. San Antonio Indep. Schools v. Rodriguez, 411
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2. Cal. Const. art. I, at 28(c). See Clausing v. San

Francisco Unified School Dist., 221 Cal. App. 3d
1224, 1241, 271 Cal. Rptr. 72 (1990).

3. 972 F.2d 1364 (CA3 1992).
4. 975 F.2d 137 (CA5 1992).
5. 489 U.S. 189 (1989).
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RESOURCE UPDATE

Effects of urban
violence examined

Prepared by Julienne Clowney, office
communications coordinator for NSSC.

Children in Danger: Coping with the
consequences of community violence by
James Garbarino, Nancy Dubrow,
Kathleen Kostelny and Carole Pardo,
Jossey-Bass, 1992, 262 pages.

Gunfire, drug deals, gang conflict,
drive-by shootings and the constant
fear and hopelessness of survival
plague communities in our society to-
day. Children face daily occurrences
that place them in danger, both physi-
cally and psychologically.

Children in Danger examines the ef-
fects of community violence upon the
development of children and stresses
the need for establishing programs and
curricula to help children cope with
their experiences.

The authors compare war zone areas,
such as Mozambique, Cambodia, Israel
and Palestine, to the urban war zones
closer to home � Chicago, Los Ange-
les, Miami, New York, Detroit and
Washington, D.C. They describe the
similarities between the children in war
zones and those in the urban war zones
in our communities. Through research,
they have seen the impact of danger
and injury on the development of chil-
dren. Noticed, too, are children�s cop-
ing mechanisms and their resilience.

The increase in the number of fami-
lies headed by females, the lack of op-
portunities for individual growth, the
limited number of positive role models,
violent role models offered through
mass media, the availability of lethal
firearms, poverty, gang activity, lucra-
tive drug markets � all conspire to
transform our communities into urban

war zones.
Children growing up amidst such con-

ditions are at risk of developmental
harm. According to current research, the
following can be expected for children
living in chronic community violence:
� difficulty in concentrating because of

lack of sleep and intrusive imagery;
� memory impairment because of avoid-

ance or intrusive thoughts;
� anxious attachment to their mothers,

being fearful of leaving them or sleep-
ing alone;

� aggressive play, including mimicking
observed behaviors and showing a des-
perate effort to protect themselves;

� tough actions to hide fears;
� uncaring behavior resulting from expe-

riencing hurt and loss; and
� severe constriction in activities, explo-

ration and thinking, for fear of re-
experiencing the traumatic event.

Along with developmental harm, chil-
dren are also at risk psychologically. The
authors note that the more children are
exposed to violent events, the more psy-
chological disorders they manifest. These
disorders include post-traumatic stress
disorder, enuresis, extreme anxiety,
phobic reactions, conduct disorder and
aggression.

The impact of community violence  on
children may vary with the individual.
Children�s abilities to cope with such ex-
periences are dependent upon their own
inner resources, as well as the support
and social environments of their caregiv-
ers and communities. Although the de-
velopmental consequences of living in
chronic violence can be devastating for

some children � and they all are af-
fected in some way by it � not all chil-
dren manifest developmental harm or
clinical outcomes.

Some children are able to use the ex-
perience as a challenge and become
stronger and more competent, despite the
stressful experiences. The individual
characteristics of the child, early life ex-
periences and protective factors in the
child�s environment contribute to resil-
ience. This resiliency helps children to
cope and develop ways of dealing with
their experiences.

The authors describe ways in which
schools can act to safeguard the well-
being of children and foster an environ-
ment conducive to learning. They exam-
ine the qualities that schools and school-
related programs should have to provide
an effective environment for children at
risk. This environment supports and nur-
tures staff members in the roles of care-
giver and teacher, encouraging them to
be available to parents.

Today, schools are becoming separate
battlefields themselves, leaving children
with no escape from the violence they
experience in their communities. For
many children who live in communities
plagued by violence, schools can be a
safe haven, an environment for growth
and learning where their needs, which
may not be met at home, can be fulfilled.
For schools to become that haven, effort
and commitment from the entire commu-
nity are required.

Children in Danger thoroughly ana-
lyzes how community violence affects
our children and, ultimately, our society.
It brings awareness of the devastating ef-
fects of community violence and the
similarities between violent communities
and war zones. In addition to painting a
vivid account of the violence in our own
country and its deleterious results, the
authors further offer insight and direc-
tion for helping children cope with the
damaging experiences they face in their
home communities.


